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only. Tickets may be obtained on application to the 
Secretary of the London Spiritualist Alliance, 110, St. 
Martin’s-lane, W.C.; or at his office in St. James's Hall, in 
the intervals between the Sessions of Conference, on the 

I afternoons of Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. Appli
cations by post must be accompanied by a stamp for reply.

MF* The name and full postal address of every friend 
I using a ticket of admission to the Conversazione must lie 

written on the back of the ticket before presentation at the 
> entrance of the hall, or it will be of no aoail. The names are 
I hot required for the purpose of publication.

Editors op Spiritualist Papers and Magazisk-' 
: are respectfully requested to make the above arrangement' 
. known as widely as possible, and to send copies of their 
I publications for the visitors’ rooms.

ALL Inquiries should be addressed to the nmlersigm-d 
at the Office of the London Spiritualist Alliance, Limited, 
110, St. Martin’s-lane, London, W.C.

E. DAWSON ROGERS, PrcM.
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NOTES BY THE WAY.

We have before us quite a feast of comical cuttings 
showing us how it is all done,—trick tables, trick handcuffs, 
trick toe joints, trick gloves, trick slates, and all the rest 
of it One from ‘ The Weekly Scotsman ’ deserves to take 
first prize for comicality. Will these amusing people believe 
us or understand us when we say that these absurd 
‘exposures’ do more than anything else to confirm our 
faith1 Why ? Simply because they show so clearly the 
difference between the simple fact and the ponderous trick, 
—the medium’s unaided manifestation and the conjurer’s 
mechanical performance.

Another cutting gives us Professor W. M. Lockwood’s 
straight talk to Dr. Sellers on the subject of his behaviour 
on the Seybert Commission and his late ‘ exposure ’ of how 
it is all done. What we note here, and what we nearly 
always note, is that these conjurers, whether professional or 
amateur, always assume that they have exposed a trick if 
they can surmise how trick would do it. It is not necessary 
to detect the medium in a trick: all that is necessary is to 
imagine how trick might avail. Then Q.E.D.—the medium 
is * exposed ’! But that is such arrant nonsense, and such 
gross injustice.

Dr. Lockwood shows the folly of the common outcry 
for conjurers as experts at stances. Here are a few of his 
keen satirical sentences :—

If you want to know how thought as a mode of motion is 
transmitted through a thousand miles of telephone wire, 
secure the services of a ‘ professional,’ who pretends to 
take a dry good store and grocery out of your hat—he is the 
proper cult/oecause acquainted with ‘modes of motion.’ If 
you want to know how thought and vocal speech are stored 
in matter, as is witnessed in graphophone and other experi
ments, don’t lose a moment’s time in calling in the man who 
can draw whisky, wine, or beer from the same jug. He is 
the man who knows—some things.

If you are asked how thought as a conscious energy can 
be sent across the continent, and correctly received and 
interpreted by the receiving psychic, as has been witnessed 
in more than a thousand instances, and books containing 
these data can be seen at the Franklin Institute, Phila
delphia, don’t consult those who have made this research, 
but consult the man who has navigated the Western rivers 
with gamblers on a steamboat—he can turn up the card 
that reveals all such tricks.

If you wish to know how writing appeared at Belshaz- 
xar’n feast in former times, or how it appears on slates, paper 
and articles of modern times, if you wish to know how in 
the co-relations of nature’s elements and energies life be
yond the grave is co-related to the mortal plane by ‘ invisible 
modes of motion,’ don’t ask such men in the various depart
ments of science as Wallace, Varley, Barrett, Gregory, 
Fechner and Fichte, don’t consult such mental freaks as 
Flammarion, Challis, Crookes and hundreds of other dis
tinguished savants of modern times, but lose no time to see 
the one great intellect of the age—the man who poses as the 

wonderful sleight-of-hand trickster and necromancer of the 
Seybert Commission.

That is satirical in form, but, after all, the deep 
suggestion in it is not very far from matter-of-fact and 
homely common sense.

A late number of ‘ Reason ’ has been sent to us. with 
two marked passages, both referring to Mr. Standing’s 
‘ investigation ’ of Spiritualism. In replies to correspon
dents, we find this:—

‘A Spiritualist Admirer’asks : ‘Are you going to die 
without thoroughly examining Spiritualism I I believe in 
knowing as much as possible about ewrytAmg. For years 
I have investigated yowr “ ism ’; will you study awae, 
Spiritualism ! ’ Well, many years ago (as will be seen from 
this issue) G. S. did investigate the alleged phenomena of 
Spiritualism ; be read much of its literature and listened to 
several of its trance-speakers. The matter seemed to him a 
strange compound of fraud and illusion, and he ultimately 
abandoned tne inquiry.

We naturally turned to the reference and found this:—
Of the Freethought party and its mission I knew 

nothing : the only friend with whom I felt any sort of com
radeship was a young man who, like myself, had forsaken the 
same church for a like reason. With him I investigated in a 
desultory fashion the pretensions of Spiritualism, and we 
two even held at his home certain seances at which rapping 
and table-shifting of an uncanny kind happened. But this 
made little impression on either of us, and our investigations 
soon came to an end for lack of interest therein.

This is a fair average specimen of the ‘desultory’ 
fumbling that people call ‘ investigation.’ But Mr. Stand
ing says he and his friend got ‘ rapping and table-shifting 
of an uncanny kind.’ Where did the ‘ fraud and illusion ’ 

come in I ___________________

With rare discrimination, Dr. Henry Smith, in his new 
work, ‘ Responsible or Irresponsible! ’ pleads for a more 
rational treatment of criminals and of persons supposed to 
be criminals. He strongly holds that reasonable punish
ment is just, necessary and socially useful, but gives good 
reasons for believing that much of our punishing is unjust, 
unnecessary and injurious. ‘ Irresponsibility ’ is, of course, 
extremely difficult to define; and yet we know it exists. 
The difficulty lies in the gradations, which shade off 
from strong temper or frivolity to something akin to 
insanity. It is certainly desirable that our present red-tape 
and rough-and-tumble methods should be modified by 
insight, rationality and sympathy. Dr. Smith’s intelligent 
little book ought to help in this direction.

‘Tongues of Fire’ we have always regarded as a 
strongly Evangelical Paper. The current number, however, 
is, in one column, almost breezily rational. In an address, 
by the editor, on The Heathen, we find this:—

The condition of the heathen is a subject of vast im
portance. It iiHects not only the very character of God, 
but the present and future condition of four-fifths of the 
human race. And let us ask—let us receive—the light of 
the Holy Spirit, an<l see what the Scriptures say upon this 
complex subject. Some good people will not agree with 
what I am going to say. They believe that every unevangel
ised heathen is necessarily eternally damned, unless some 
missionary goes and preaches to him the Gospel. I am 
going to snow you from our text, and from other portions of
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Scripture, that the heathen, ignorant ns they are of our 
Gospel. have Been redeemed by Christ, and in virtue of His 
redemption have a law unto themselves, nay more, that God 
has written that law in their hearts, and that the heathen 
will he judged bv the light given them, and the way they 
have obeyw the law that Goa has given them.

This is most- consoling. and helps us to the hope that 
we shall lire to see the dismal old horror repudiated on 

every side.

Mr. G. R Stebbins puts on record the following 
memory of the great Emerson:—

Mr. Newell Foster of Portland. Me. was editor of the 
* Portland Transcript.'a daily journal of high standing, and 
also president of the Spiritualist Society. They invited 
Emerson to speak for them on a Sunday, taking his own 
subject and treating it in his own way. A large audience 
was helped by his words, and Mr. Foster's parlours were 
filled in the evening with persons invited to meet their guest.

Mr. Foster told me that the conversation turned largely 
on Spiritualism, Mr. Emerson asking many questions, 
searching, bat fair, as to methods and philosophy. At last 
he said, in his quaint and quiet way, ‘It looks as though 
you had the germ of the Church of the Future.’

We have seen this before, but it ought not to be lost 
sight of. It is a splendid little * l'agan' sermon :—

A Chines* Idea or Prosperity.—When the sword is 
rusty, the plough bright, the prisons empty, the granarits 
full, the steps of the temple worn down and those of ttie 
law courts grass-grown, when doctors go afoot, the bakers on 
horseback, and the men of letters drive in their own 
carriages,—then the empire is well governed.

We too seldom think of the youngsters in ‘ Light.’ 
We must try to mend this. Here is a delicious little poem 
by Emile Soovestre, which looks to us like a spiritual 
parable. We hope many of our young friends will find out 
its inner meaning:—

‘Where is the little larks nest
My father showed to me I

And where the pretty lark's eggs ’ ’ 
Said Master Lori Lee.

At last he found the lark's nest, 
But eggs were none to see.

‘ Why are you looking down there! ’ 
Sang two young larks on high :

‘ We've broken the shells that held us, 
And found a nest on high.’

And the happy birds went singing
Far up the morning sky '

THE MEDIUM FRAU VALESKA TOPFER.

A correspondent has kindly sent us the following item 
translated from ‘ Uehersinnliche Welt ’:—

The news reaches us of the death of the well-known 
medium, Frau Valeska Topfer, whose powers Baron Heilen
bach frequently made use of in his experiments. Her death 
took place suddenly on February 13th last, at Los Angeles, 
California, from an apoplectic stroke.

In Frau Topfer we lose one of our most noteworthy 
mediums, by whose phenomena) gifts many persons became 
interested in the study of occult subjects.

The notorious action brought by the brothers ‘Cohn,’ 
resulting in a verdict against her for dishonest practices, 
forced her to leave Berlin, w hen she settled with her children 
in South America. Among scientific students of the occult 
it is the opinion, however, that intentional imposture on her 
part was not proved, and that her condemnation was due to 
the fact that the specialists who gave their opinion on 
mediums at the trial were completely ignorant of the laws 
governing those in a state of trance, and of the influence 
upon them of psychic conditions. It is rightly thought that 
—as has been proved in numerous other cases of so-called 
‘exposure’—the action of the minds of those coming with 
the intention of finding out imposture has such an effect on 
the medium w hen entranced as to cause her to act as they 
wish her to do, without her being in any way responsible 
for her actions.

Frau Topfer had a numerous circle of friends in Berlin, 
who deeply lament her loss.

THE WAY OUT OF AGNOSTICISM.

Synopsis of an Address by Mr. Walter Howell, or 
Nottingham, at St. John's Hall, Cardiff.

Me no longer live in what can be philosophically con
sidered a materialistic ago. The crude materialism of the 
past, which saw in all the manifestations of mind, of intelli
gence, of life itself, only so many variations of purely 
material vibrations, and which recognised only the supre
macy of matter, has been gradually forced to quit the arene 
of the world's serious thought before the gigantic strides 
which fuller investigations into psychology and all branches 
of psychical research have made. So much is this so, that 
while in earlier days pAysodopy and were largely
taken to both begin and end with mattei in accordance 
with the crude notions concerning it which were then 
current, they are now no longer confounded. The pheno
mena associated with the science of psychology have been 
for ever lifted out of a position of subserviency to matter, 
and are admitted as standing related to deeper and more 
subtle potentialities to which matter, in its turn, has become 
subservient.

This is a tremendous advance : but, while a large propor
tion of our foremost thinkers are no longer materialists, they 
are not yet Spiritualists. Indeed, so averse are they to 
adopting the Spiritualist’s hypothesis, notwithstanding the 
tremendous weight of evidence presented, that their position 
may be aptly described as one of spiritual kiunr-nothingneu

Now, in order to arrive at a solid foundation, let us turn 
—as we must ever do—to the broad domain of Nature, 
and wliat do we find! In the mineral, vegetable, and 
animal kingdoms alike are found orderly growth, unfold- 
ment, fruition, and reproduction, along the lines of the 
preservation and perfection of the fittest : all alike unfail
ingly outworking their richest possibilities and highest 
achievements on the physical plane. Nature bounteously 
fulfils the high purposes of Infinite Wisdom in all depart
ments of the physical universe. In the animal kingdom we 
furthur discover the presence of instinct, which enables its 
possessor to protect itself and administer to its animal 
wants. It knows no higher needs than these, and Nature 
has unstintinglv made perfect provision therefor.

We now enter the domain of man, and we note the 
characteristics which differentiate him in so marked a degree 
from the lower animal kingdom. Here shines out with 
regal significance the God-like quality of Intelligence which, 
universally possessed by savage and sage alike, has placed 
mankind upon an eminence which no conceivable develop
ment of mere instinct along the lower animal plane could 
reach. And not only do we find Intelligence but likewise a 
Consciousness by which he feels himself to be mysteriously 
related to other potentialities, unseen of the physical eye, 
but which stimulate in him the sense of latent powers 
possessed, the desire for continued achievement, the aspira
tion for unending life.

Has Nature, think you, which so bountifully fulfils every 
latent prophecy of future possibilities enshrined in all her 
other departments, given these powers and aspirations to 
mankind without purpose or intention of fufihnent I Poes 
her work prove abortive at the very threshold of her highest 
achievement I Docs she but mock at the cravings, which she 
hasherself implanted, fora continuance of life beyond this 
physical stage 1 Does she spurn the masterful desire she 
has given him for fuller and grander development <d’ the 
powers he consciously possesses ? Does she but laugh at the 
yearnings of love for re-union with its lost dear ones in a 
higher spiritual state? All the force of her grand analogies 
declares the utter improbability that she is faithful to her 
promises in every domain Am/ the spiritual !

There are, however, those who avow their inability to mv 
in the operations of the universe any sufficient basis for 
belief in a Supreme Infinite Intelligence ; any evidence of a 
spiritual world, orof man’s continued existence therein . and 
so far as their study—or lack of it—has led them, they may 
he perfectly sincere in their avowal. Truth isattnined, how
ever, not by processes of mere belief, speculation, or thcoris- 
ing, but by experimental investigation aii<l<7e»<»nx/r<ition,and 
‘truth and one are a majority in the faco of an ignorant
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lXM>k. for instance, at a tiny drop of water which sparkles 
th matchless lustre in the sunshine. By chemical 

nalysis we can accurately specify its component gases and 
their several proportions, and thus account for all its consti
tuent parts, while we may altogether fail to account for the 
seething hfe which would be revealed in it by the micro- 
scops. Its chemical analysis is absolutely verified and 
permanently true, notwithstanding ; and what is true of the 
drop is also manifestly true of the ocean.

So likewise with the moral and spiritual attributes of 
man - love, goodness, justice, Ac. Shall it be said, for 
instance, that the sense of justice in man is different in kind 
from the justice of God 1 Can it be said to be compatible 
with Divine justice that for a trivial transgression a man 
should suffer horrible and unending torture, when man’s 
most rigid conception of what constitutes justice would be 
outraged thereby I All the basic principles of love, good- 
ness. wisdom, justice, reason, would be undermined if these 
qualities were not the same in essence with God and man 
alike.

Thus, in the light of this relativity of our perceptions, 
the barriers or limitations which seem to hedge us round 
are only apparent, and relative to the scope and depth of our 
investigations, and iu so far as we become acquainted with 
the varied phenomena of Nat ure do we grasp her underlying 
principles. What a field is presented by the physical 
creation for the study of mechanics ! From mechanics we can 
goon to the study of chemistry; another step, and we are in 
the realm of vital forces; and still again we go on to study 
the phenomena of consciousness and its various manifesta
tions; of rationality and personality; all the while making 
good each step we take by processes of analysis and demon
stration which leave us in the possession of data for the 
solid foundation of our temple of Truth, which riper re
searches shall still further enlarge and beautify.

And so, by habitual study of the phenomena of Nature, 
are we brought to realise the great Phenomenon which is at 
the back of them all, viz., Infinite Intelligence, with its 
Divine attributes of wisdom, power, and love. Indeed, we 
could not interpret Nature aright if Nature were not an 
intelligent, mind-manifesting power. I ou cannot calculate 
upon the action of a fool or a lunatic ; and neither could 
you calculate upon the operations of Nature were there 
nought but chaos behind its phenomena. But you can 
calculate upon the action of sanity; and as the course of 
Nature is ‘ the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever, we can 
calculate upon the marvellous precision of her operations, 
and thus re-think the thoughts of the Infinite Father, whose 
all-pervading presence is thus manifested to us, His finite 
children.

In this way the spirit of man, with its love of the 
beautiful, its sense of the sublime, its profound 
appreciation of the infinitely intelligent, and its 
adoration of the supremely wise and good, is enabled 
to intelligently respond to, and commune with, the Spirit of 
God manifesting through Nature. Intelligent research into 
her domains provides the all-potent ‘open sesame,’ and 
yields the rich fruitage of demonstrated truth instead of 
speculative theorising; of knowledge instead of faith. Not 
that Faith shall be extinguished, but shall, with ever
widening knowledge, provide the wings of still higher and 
nobler aspirations, ami pilot the soul on towards grander 
fields of research. Hence, it is the mind, the thought, the 
soul which animates Nature that we become increasingly m 
rapport with during our investigations; and as we come to 
discover and learn her wondrous processes, wo realise in the 
spirit of true humility that we are always students, and 
Nature is ever our Great Teacher.

2»>7

You have oft-times doubted your ability to do more tlian 
observe the merely external ojierations of the phenomena of 
Nature ; you have, perhaps, magnified the I imitations which 
appear to bar your further progress ; but we would have you 
bear well in mind the thought that there cannot be a mani
festation unless there is a something manifesting ; and while 
we grant the limitations, we do not grant that they are final 
limitations; they are fixed only by the measure of your 
attainment and powers of research, and are, therefore, only 
relative.

The panacea for agnosticism, then, is found along the 
lines of patient, intelligent, practical investigation and 
research. In the realm of psychical and spiritual verities, 
the abundant demonstrations of the phenomena of Spirit
ualism enable us to emerge from the condition of ‘ know- 
nothingness ’ into one of definite knowledge that man has, 
nay, is, an immortal soul, and thus, in conjunction with the 
recognition of the mind-manifesting character of the 
physical universe, we are synthetically brought to realise the 
relationship of the soul of man to the Infinite Soul of all. 
As a simple illustration, we can imagine a lark soaring sky
wards and viewing in miniature the receding panorama of 
earth, thinking to itself, ‘I wonder where is the beautiful 
air of which men talk so much I Surely they must be 
deluded, since I can see it not!’ ‘Why, you poor little 
ignorant lark, but for the air you could not soar nor trill 
your enchanting melody, nor would its sweetness charm the 
ears of the children of men ! Y'ou cannot go where the air 
ia not! ’ Again, the fish may be imagined to speculate as to 
where the broad ocean is of which men speak, not realising, 
amid the very prodigality of Natures provision, that it is all 
around and forms the basic element which makes its fish 
existence possible. Just as air and ocean are indispensable 
to and inseparable from the physical life of bird and fish, 
so is the great Soul of All indispensable to and inseparable 
from the soul of man. But how often, like bird and fish, 
from the very nearness, inseparableness and immanency of 
the Infinite Spirit, our infant minds are apt to question 
His existence '

To him who—realising that he, the microcosm, possesses 
latent potentialities which relate him to the Infinite 
macrocosm—thus intelligently interrogates Nature, each 
blade of grass or forest tree will speak the message of the 
Lord of Life. The modest primrose growing on the river's 
brink, with its delicate beauty of petal and stem and leaf, 
shall lead him into the ‘ holy of holies,' right up to God ! 
It sums up the story of evolution; and evolution, as you may 
now view it from the external and materialistic standpoint, 
shall then become a luminous revelation of the intelligent 
operation and manifestation of the Infinite .Mind through 
all the varied phenomena of the universe, while with tho 
growth of this intelligent realisation of the mind-iuanifesting 
power of Nature, so surely shall agnosticism become a thing 
of the past ___________________________ E. Adams.

COST OF THE APPROACHING CONGRESS.

Contributions are earnestly invited to a fund for meeting 
the expenses incident to the approaching International 
Congress, which are estimated at £250. Remittances may 
be forwarded to Mr. B. D. Godfrey, Secretary of the 
London Spiritualist Alliance, 110, St. Martin’s-lane, London, 
W.C., and cheques may be made payable to die Treasurer, 
Mr. H. Wituaul.

£ s. d
Amount already acknowledged ... ISO 10 6
J. Waddington.............................. ... 2 3 0
‘ Truth and Reason ’ ................. ... 2 3 0
Madame de Laversay................. ... 1 10 0
A Friend ............ ... 10 0
A. M..................................................... ... 0 10 6
R. P. ............ ... 0 10 0
F. M...................................................... ... 0 5 0
Mrs. Low......... ... 0 5 0
Mrs. Johnson .............................. ... 0 5 0

Wk are asked to announce that Mr. A. Peters will giie 
clairvoyant descriptions at Cavendish Rooms on Sunday 
evening next. Our favourable knowledge of Mr. Peters’ 
powers in this regard warrants us in bespeaking for him a 
cordial reception.
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VISIONS—OR CLAIRVOYANCE?

(Contributed.)

1
One of the moat interesting and artistically beautiful 

historical works recently issued from the press is that 
* written and illustrated with pen, pencil, and camera,’ by 
Mrs. Jane Stewart Smith, of Edinburgh, a most accom
plished lady who has for many years been credited by her 
many friends and admirers in the Scottish Metropolis 
with the possession of high psychic powers. The book is 
entitled ‘The Grange of St. Giles and the other 
Baronial Homes of the Dick Lander Family,’ and it 
traces the eventful history of this noble house for the 
long period from 1056 to 1848. The historical and 
biographical details have been gathered by Mrs. Smith 
from Scottish records, old family papers, and direct 
personal investigation, with an occasional * dip ’ into 
traditionary lore when it seemed to possess a measure 
of underlying truth. The book is beautifully illustrated, 
and is altogether most interesting from an archeological 
point of view. In an Introductory Letter from the authoress 
to Miss Dick Lander, of Lander House, she tells her the 
strange story of how she was ‘ impressed ’ or led to under
take the congenial task of writing the history of this very 
ancient Scottish family. The story appears to your contri
butor to be of deep interest to students of problems of 
psychology, and therefore it is here given in an abridged 
form. The writer says to Miss Dick Lander :—

‘ You ask me to tell you what first induced me to com
mence the history of the Grange House and its connection 
with the Lander family. Strange as it may seem, I must 
frankly say the impulse arose from a strong desire to find 
an elucidation or corroboration of a curious dream or dream
vision, which came to me so suddenly and so’forcibly that I 
was compelled to take a note of it; and as it happened on 
my return from Grange House, I naturally concluded the 
solution of it must also have come from thence. . . Grange 
House has always had, to me, a peculiar charm of its own, 
with its wealth of ivy. its quaintness, and its irregularity. 
The long, narrow corridors, with deep recesses : stairs here 
and stairs there, leading to unexpected nooks and comers, 
all most suggestive, especially as the shadows of twilight 
deepen and the solemnity of the effect is enhanced : but 
still, to me the Grange House was then simply a picturesque 
old mansion, of whose history I knew nothing whatever, nor 
yet the life story of its former inhabitants. If there is such 
a thing as ghostly memories floating in the palpitating air 
surrounding these historic buildings, then surely some such 
influence must have imperceptibly clung to me, for with 
startling rapidity a series of remarkable tableaux presented 
themselves before me more like a panorama than a dream. 
Fortunately I had sufficient consciousness to bear each 
vision on my mind to the end, when I immediately noted 
down the whole experience for future elucidation.’

First Vision.
The writer’"! notes then go on to state that on Monday, 

January 26th, 1891,on returning from the Grange, she ‘ saw,or 
dreamt that she saw,’ a gentleman dressed in black, of the 
King Charles period, with lace and ruffles, and a short cloak. 
He held a large plumed hat in his hand as he stepped into an 
oak-panelled room. His face was liaggard and worried- 
looking, but his whole bearing was noble and striking. He 
laid his hat on the table, and ‘I particularly noticed the 
position of the window. A lady then came forward hurriedly 
to meet him, and, throwing her arms round his neck, she 
laid her face on his shoulder and wept. I could see the 
convulsive movemenu, but heard no sound She was dressed 
in a grey silken material, fashioned of the same period ; her 
hair may have been fair, but to me it was decidedly grey.’ 
She was tall and stately in form, but the man was much 
older-looking. Tbe scene then changed to another room, 
where the same lady met a younger one, clad in lighter 
clothing, who had an anxious, frightened expression. This 
lady's hair was much darker, and nwire picturesquely 
arranged. Tbe two forms entered an upper room very 
hurriedly, and appeared to speak to a young man in 
dukabiUe, resting on a couck While the young lady was 

leaning on him, as for protection, the trio listened brea k 
lessly, as if in great danger, and suddenly tho young m 
drew his rapier from under a heap of clothing on the fl ** 
and they all disappeared.

Immediately after this another tableau appears to ha 
been presented. The writer says she still felt as if she * 
in the Grange House, but in an upper corridor, where du 
saw a man with a sinister expression, dressed in Cromwellian 
costume, with a dark cloak and a sword and top-boot* 
moving stealthily along the passage on tip-toe, bending 
down and prying into every corner, and who entered th* 
room just vacated in the former vision, and who seemed an 
though he were seeking a Royalist foe. His search waa 
fruitless, and he vanished, giving place at once to a ‘ Black
amoor,’ with strange head-dress and Turk ish-looking 
trousers and a red vest, whose face grinned with satisfac
tion as he stood on the landing outside, and who clapped 
his breast, laid his hand significantly on the wall,‘looked 
straight at me,’ and then vanished through an opening in 
the wall. After a moment of blankness the long upper room 
was again seen, with the same grey-haired lady standing 
therein, who had, on this occasion, a peculiar black hat, and 
was wrapped in a fur cloak, as if going on a journey. 
She had the same stately mien, but her eyes were red with 
weeping. After a furtive glance round, she passed quickly 
out of the room, descended a staircase, and emerged into 
the darkness by a postern door, the position of which wau 
carefully noted.

Thereafter the writer goes on to describe the concluding 
portion of this vision, when she says she felt as if groping 
in the dark along a passage, and seeing slowly rising out of 
the gloom a monk in a friar’s brown dress, whose face was 
terribly bruised and hands bleeding, and whose expression 
betokened he was in dire distress, as if imploring aid, and 
who then vanished into space.

This closed the first vision, or reproduction of a series 
of startling tableaux before the ‘ inner sight ’ of the writer, 
and she relates that she emerged from the episode in a 
dazed condition, but with tbe strong con notion that these 
• reappearances ’ had in some way been connected with the 
ancient house of Grange she had so recently visited; but 
having at that period no knowledge whatever of tbe 
family history, she was unable at the time to unravel the 
mystery, although she was quite resolved to do so at 
the earliest opportunity.

The details of the second vision, and the subsequent 
verification of the whole incidents in the family history of 
the Dick Landers, must be left over for a second and con
cluding article.

{To be continued.)
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THE IMMANENT SPIRIT.

A discourse, read at ‘The Church of the Higher Life,’ 
Boston, Mass., and reported in ‘The Journal of Practical 
Metaphysics,’ is full of beautiful thoughts, all tending to 
set forth the delightful present-day truth that God is the 
actual omnipresent, immanent Power which is operative in 
the ceaseless and minute processes of creation, as revealed 
by Evolution. The following summary will not fail to 
come home to the readers of ‘ Light —

As we look abroad over the face of Nature and inward 
to the illimitable realms of thought, one fact stands out 
above all others as the fundamental truth of experience. 
We observe events following one another in regular 
sequence. Everywhere we observe the reign of law, and 
the evidences of system are so numerous that it is a mere 
truism to argue that behind this steady march of events 
there exists a first or ultimate cause.

The first tendency is to conceive God as an external 
cause, far back of present events and necessary only to set 
the world in motion. But the doctrine of evolution has 
compelled us to revise our ideas of causation, and has thus 
laid the foundation of an accurate theory of the divine 
immanence. Causation as thus understood is a series of 
minute changes, the gradual accumulation of force, through 
modification and transmission.

Here, then, is our starting-point. The omnipotent spirit 
is present in every least movement, in every passing 
thought, in every flash of emotion; and of such trivial 
events all creation is compounded. Whether we start then 
with a moment in our present life or with the great thought 
of eternity, whether with an atom or with a world, our con
clusion is the same; namely, that there could be but one 
power in the universe, one life or being. Out from the 
great heart of the All-Father proceeds the creative love in 
continuous upwelling. Like a mighty river, it bears with 
its outflow all that constitutes life, each instant sustaining, 
each moment renewing atom or star in its course. The will 
of that force is law, as we continually discover for ourselves 
both by obedience and by disobedience to it. Reason tells 
us that beyond all question sooner or later that law is bound 
to be obeyed.

It is unimportant what we call that power, if only we 
recognise the fact that there could be no other, and that its 
will is the law of the universe, carried out in detail by these 
minute acts of causation; that the only real power is to be 
found in just these passing feelings and thoughts of which 
we are at present made conscious. The only accurate state
ment of our lives taken in this general sense must then be 
that this one power or being liwt in lives through us, 
thinks as you and as me, is conscious in each of our sensa
tions. Here is the one ultimate basis of life.

Man has gone through three stages in his attitude toward 
God. The first stage is that of belief in a power outside of 
himself and the world. God is worshiped, feared, or hated 
as the Creator, the deified man. Man feels himself bound 
by law, by a power whose will is greater than his own, and 
he rebels or is awe-struck. In the second stage the idea of 
a personal God gives place to belief in force, power, or a sort 
of pantheistic spirit. Man feels himself carried irresistibly 
forward and submits; he becomes mild, passive. This is 
largely the philosophy of the Orient. The third stage is the 
one which finds special emphasis here in America, the land of 
enterprise, of belief in individuality. It is the rediscovery 
of man’s pristine enthusiasm in the light of all that is true 
in the philosophy of the East. The East believes in the 
spiritual unity of life, the West in the power and supremacy 
of the individual soul. We are learning that both philo
sophies are true. The discovery that in the one spirit I live 
an<l move and have my being is the discovery that I, too, 
am a creative power. We do not yet know God when we 
falter and rebel because we feel the pressure of law. We 
deny one-half the glory of creation when we accept the 
jiantheistic view. There in no opposing power, no law stands 
in the way of the soul, but the soul must harmonise with 
the law in order to transcend it The higher law is simply 
the soul's method of conduct. The soul makes its circum
stance when it is free. Its times for silence, for receptivity 
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are not the occasion for submission or passivity. fn thete 
momenta the soul listens that it may learn how to speak; it 
becomes receptive that it may know how to go forth and 
act.

In the hurry and strife of daily living again and again 
one loses sight of the higher way. Every time we fail, each 
time the way is obscure, and our problems complex Mid 
burdensome, there is this one supreme resource: Return to 
Nature. Return to the unconscious. Sleep, rest, meditate, 
become receptive as a little child, and once more listen for 
the chord of the infinite musician, the divine keynote. 
Seek harmony with the spontaneous prompting, and when 
you feel this prompting move forward confidently. Is not 
the whole secret of life involved in the adjustment between 
our times of silence, of divine communion or return to one- 
new with God, and the activity which that eommunion 
inspires! Some dwell too long in the silence, and lose 
enthusiasm; lieceme unresponsive and dead, figuratively 
speaking. Others are too active and lose all sense of con
nection with God. Let us have the gentleness of the Orient 
combined with the energy of the Occident Awake, arise, 
and be true to the ambitions, the ideas and feelings of your 
individual souL But when you awaken remember the rights 
of other souls; remember what that unconquerable power of 
individuality is. It is one and God that makes a majority. 
When I stem the divine tide I am helpless. When I move 
with it I own the universe. I feel the divine strength only 
when I am strongest in myself. I mu.-t take a strong 
attitude of soul and body in order to invite the greater 
power of God. In Him I not only live but I mow, I act. I 
am a free moral agent. God supplies me with life and with 
opportunities. He gives me all that perfect love and wisdom 
can command. He has planted within me certain tendencies 
which if followed will lead to the highest and fullest life. 
He is every moment actively present with me. Through 
every deed He lives, through every emotion He feels. But 
with all this wealth of helpfulness at my command I make 
my own life, for I must first chocae, I must first act. In 
order to realise my fullest life I must find my centre, I must 
become poised. To find my true centre is to learn my real 
relation to God: namely, that the soul is an agent oi the 
creative or spiritual life.

Thus all other revelations of God become secondary to 
that of the individual souL If I do not find Him there, if I 
am not true to Him there, I must not expect really to know 
Him in the outer universe. God has a message for me alone. 
When I have first heard that, then I may understand His 
message to other souls. The point each of us has reached 
to-day in knowledge of God is precisely the power each has 
attained to think out for himself these revelations of which 
I have been speaking—the power of the soul to open itself 
afresh to the great Over-SouL

The supreme test of faith, therefore, is to live during the 
intervals in the spirit and remembrance of these rarest 
experiences in life. One is permitted to have them only 
that the daily life may be made richer and nobler. Always, 
if one has touched the real soul centre, there is a feeling of 
refreshment, of purification and the renewing of life. Then 
one must go forth into the world again to take up the 
problem of life and infuse into it some measure of this new 
inspiration.

Palmistry not Illegal.—When is a fraud not a fraud I 
That is the problem which arises from the Home Secretary's 
answer to Captain PhillpoIt's question about palmistry, says 
the St. Jattuft Gazette. Sir M. W. Ridley says that palmistry 
is not in itself illegal: it becomes so only ‘ when there is an 
intention to impose.’ But how is the person who pays his 
half-guinea to some fascinating practitioner in Bond-street 
to know what is the ‘ intention ’ of the delineator or fortune
teller I Cases have been known in which, after a few 
moments’ consideration, the palmist has reported facts with 
startling accuracy, and, at all events, it seems probable ***** 
most palmists believe that there really is * something in * 
their‘science.’ The real question, however, is why gipsies 
who tell fortunes for sixpence are prosecuted, when the well- 
dressed palmist who charges half a guinea or a guinea is not. 
How are the police to know that the ‘ intention ’ of the one 
is fraudulent, while that of the other is purely scientific I
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SCIENCE INVITED TO THE PENITENT FORM.

The Duke of Argyll has just published a little book 
entitled 1 What is Science 1 ’ (Edinburgh: David Douglas). 
Now, the Duke of Argyll, though a good deal of a scientist 
himself, and not a bad one either, has been frequently 
ruffled by his brethren because of their sublime dismissal 
of objects of belief which are very dear to him : and inas
much as his grace is a trifle fiery, and a good deal of an 
autocrat, he has sometimes waxed hot against the scoffers 
of the schools, and he has had many a passage of arms 
with the gentlemen of the chemical bottles and the dissect
ing knife; and, as he is always a plucky fighter, with a 
good deal to say for himself, it is always good to be there.

The question which forms the title of the Duke’s book 
is a pertinent one, though some may think it unnecessary ; 
and yet it is a curious fact that it is seldom asked, though 
we are always talking about what Science has done, and 
mainly in the region of electricity and steam, as the Duke 
a little scornfully reminds us. And that suggests the main 
thought of the book—that it is fallacious to connect the 
word ‘ Science ’ with some particular branches of inquiry. 
Says the Duke: ‘ There is a tendency among some scientific 
men to appropriate the name, if not exclusively, at least 
pre-eminently, to the pursuits in which they are them
selves engaged—to the purely physical sciences, for 
example, and especially to those which are called “ exact,” ’ 
—as a rule to the exclusion of the mental and moral 
sciences, 1 which nevertheless constitute the things that, 
above all others,it most concerns us to investigate.’ The same 
remark may, of course, be made concerning all occult subjects, 
to which, until lately, the word 1 science ’ was denied with 
scorn. And yet, all the time, science is neither more nor 
less than knowledge; and, as a matter of fact, we know 
that knowledge is immensely fluctuating, and enlarges its 
boundaries continually, taking in, one after another, 
regions which ‘science,’ on its map, had marked ‘delusion,’ 
‘impossible,’ ‘superstition,’ ‘dream.’

This at once suggests a fact which no one should know 
better than a scientist, and yet which no one seems more 
ready to forget;—that what is known is as nothing com
pared with what is unknown. As the Duke of Argyll 
points out, even the knowledge of one’s ignorance ought to 
be reckoned as science. ‘ It is true scientific knowledge to 
realise the fact that Sir Isaac Newton himself was m 
ignorant as we are of the nature and machinery of gravita
tion. But then be know his ignorance, and explained 
exactly how and where he felt it.’ This gives the cue to 
the Duke’s invitation to Science to come to the penitent 
form. And it is our cue, too.

True scienco is not knowledge of isolated facts, but of 
facts or phenomena ‘ in their true relations to other facts 
and to ourselves.’ And, in this time of somewhat boastful 
language about scienco, it is well to remember that a few 
only of these relations can over be known to us. The 
profound Thoreau truly said; ‘ Science is often liko the 
grub which, though it may have nestled in the germ of a 
plant, has merely blighted or consumed it, never truly 
tasted it.’ Even of plants, he says; ‘ The mystery of the 
life of plants is kindred with that of our own lives, and the 
physiologist must not presume to explain thoir growth 
according to mechanical laws, or as he would explain a 
machine of his own making. Wo must not expect to probe 
with our fingors the sanctuary of any life, whether animal 
or vegetable. If we do, we shall discover nothing but 
surface still.’ That is a deep truth which we seriously 
commend to physical scientists.

Who are the men of Science, then 1 To hear some 
people talk, one might imagine that Science had to do 
only with surfaces and physical tests. But what about the 
conscience, reason, reverence, aspiration, spiritual insight, 
love! Had Jesus Christ no science 1 Is there no science 
in the Sermon on the Mount ? How long will it be before 
the world awakes to the fact that there is no scienco higher 
and surer than the science of the soul 1

The Duke looks, not exactly with alarm, but with a 
certain indignant restlessness, upon our complete surrender 
to Darwin’s doctrines. He does not see the evidence to 
prove that now species have developed from old. Nothing 
of the kind is happening now, he says. ‘Species are 
constant so far as our experience or observation goes. How, 
then—by what conceivable process—have new forms been 
introduced, continually, from time to time, in the past 
history of the earth ? ’ ‘ Organic life cannot possibly hare
had its beginning in common parentage,’ ‘some other 
process must have started or begun the series.’ If so, how 
can we limit the number of times or the varieties of method 
under which that other process may have been repeated! 
And, indeed, ‘ it is impossible to be sure that the original 
process may not, although unseen, have been continually 
operating even in and through the covering machinery of 
ordinary parentage, after that process had been once 
established.’

This suggestion, according to the Duke of Argyll, 
puzzled Darwin himself; and the story he tells as to that 
is particularly interesting. ‘Mr. Darwin,’ lie says, ‘did 
me the honour of calling on me in London, in one of the 
last years of his life. In the course of conversation, he 
mentioned some extraordinary case of adaptation to 
special function, and I said, “Well, Mr. Darwin, I cannot 
see any explanation of such facts except the working of 
Mind.” On this, he pausod for a moment, and then said, 
slowly and emphatically—“That often conies upon me 
with overwhelming force—but then, at other times—" 
and he drew his hands across his eyes, with an ex
pressive gesture, as if to indicate the disappearance of 
vision.’

That is a touching story, and a very enlightening one. 
We are devoted Darwinians, but feel all the great master's 
sense of mystery—and more. Nay, we can see the glorious 
truth suggested by this sturdy critic, that behind the 
physical processes which Darwin studied there were subtile 
psychical laws and processes at work of which he knew 
nothing, though at times they were suggested ‘ with over
whelming force.’ Wo can, at all events, agree with the 
Duke of Argyll that it becomes scientific men to he 
very modest before these depths within depths; to he 
extremely economical of tho word ‘impossible’; to be 
always aware that they are dealing only with surfaces ; and 
to be absolutely open to receive light from whatever quarter 
it niay come.
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SPIRITUALISM TRUE—WHAT THEN?

Address by Mr. E. W. Wallis.

On Sunday evening, May 22nd. at Cavendish Rooms, 
Mr. E. W. Wallis, of Manchester, delivered an address 
under the above title. Mr. W. T. Cooper, the Vice-Presi
dent of the Marylebone Association of Spiritualists, 
presided, and there was a large attendance.

Mr. Wallis spoke as follows:—
The thinking portion of the population may be fairly 

divided into two classes—the Materialists and the Spirit
ualists. There are those who think that blind necessity and 
unconscious forces operate as the agents and causes of all 
that is; that man’s consciousness is a mere accidental result 
of chance combinations, of fortuitous circumstances—a mere 
'flash in the pan’; and that when the combinations and 
conditions, which, generally speaking, have produced these 
results, cease to be, consciousness, thought, will, desire, 
feeling, memory, knowledge, all that constitutes man a 
thinking, rational, intelligent and responsible being, will be 
for ever blotted out. On the other hand, we have a class of 
individuals who hold that life proceeds from antecedent 
life, that there is in the universe somewhere, somehow, 
worshipped under various names and with varying forms 
and ceremonies, a Being or a Centre, conscious and capable, 
operative through the energies of Nature, to whom all life
forms have relationship of obedience, and of whom man is 
the last, highest, best and noblest expression; that this 
Infinite Spirit to whom man, as child, owes obedience 
is the Cause, Creator and Sustainer of all that is. It 
is an old belief, as old as man’s dawning intelligence 
and awakening spiritual intuitions, not peculiar to 
East or West, to bond or free. Born out of man’s worship 
of his ancestors, due to his superstitions, or manufactured 
by priests for their own ends—whatever may be the 
original cause, in the individual or the race, the pre va
lence of the idea of a Supreme Power, outside of man, opera
tive everywhere, is old and well-nigh universal; and those, 
therefore, are Spiritualists who believe in the existence 
of a Great Spirit of which they themselves are children and 
therefore spirits, related to and dependent upon this 
Infinite Spirit, and, because they are spirits, immortal in 
their nature. Whether in one form or another—whether 
enshrined in one church or creed or another—matters 
little; the idea of God, the idea of man’s spiritual nature 
and his destiny of life under other and varying conditions, 
after the destruction of the body, is seen to be old and well- 
nigh universal. Consequently Spiritualism is much broader, 
philosophically speaking, than Modern Spiritualism. It 
constitutes the very root and basis of all philosophical inter
pretations of life, recognising that these states or conditions 
of being are all temporary or transient, that the individual 
survives, that these experiences serve a purpose in the 
evolution of the individual, and the outworking of a master
purpose in the Divine Mind. But a great many people have 
an idea that Spiritualism consists of table-turnings, rappings, 
messages, and other phenomenal indications of the presence, 
identity, and power of manifestation of those the world 
calls dead. True, undoubtedly, these phenomenal evidences 
form the bridge of fact across which the feet of men may 
pass to enter into the spiritual realm, and these phenomenal 
demonstrations constitute the connecting link between the 
two worlds, giving to men the outward and visible sign of 
the inward and spiritual reality, and are absolutely 
necessary.

Suppose we were to assume for one moment that Spirit
ualism is not true. What would happen ? If Spiritualism 
is not true, history is a lie; all religion is based upon errors, 
false superstitions, fancies, and idle dreams of the past and 
present; hope is a mockery, death a grim tragedy, and life, 
shorn of its beauties and full fruition, is one of the grimmest 
jests that could possibly be perpetrated. If Spiritualism is 
nob true, it necessarily disproves all the testimony of all the 
ages; and the appearances to Moses and Elijah, Ezekiel, 
David and Daniel, the resurrection of Jesus Christ, the clair
voyance of Stephen, the vision that admonished the 
entranced Peter, the young man who appeared to Cornelius 
instructing him to send to Joppa, the testimony of John on

Patmos—all these things that people have been taught to 
accept implicitly must necessarily be false if Spiritualism is 
untrue. Perhaps that is an aspect of the matter which you 
have never considered, for what are these testimonies but 
testimonies to spiritual phenomenal If Spiritualism is not 
true, then you are shut up to the grim alternative of 
Materialism. You are left forlorn in a universe like a vast 
whispering gallery, but one in which you may listen in vain 
for the whispers of angels telling you of an immortal destiny, 
of a fuller life beyond the tomb. Tf Spiritualism is false, 
death ends all.

‘Oh, but,’ says someone, ‘that is quite another thing: 
there is a spiritual existence, divine and sacred, granted for 
a special purpose. But your Modem Spiritualism is not of 
that character. Your Modern Spiritualism is due to Satanic 
influence. Your spirits are the imps from hell, agents from 
the evil one who would deceive the very elect.’ Are you 
quite sure of that 1 Are you certain that your friends, who 
loved you and desired to bless and serve you, will be so 
transformed by becoming angels that they will forget you, 
that they will no longer take any interest in your welfare, 
or sympathise with your sorrows—are you quite sure of 
that? Do you say, ‘Yes, I believe it’? Then, if that be 
true, the angels will be harder of heart than mortals are. If 
the spirits who return are evil, and Satan is so skilful in 
disguising himself, we are inclined to ask what are the good 
spirits about to allow these things ? If in a universe where 
law and order prevail, where wisdom and beauty are 
discernible, where we find an evolutionary process operative, 
and a continuous and glorious ascent towards perfection ; 
if in that universe there is room for a personal devil, God 
is not omnipotent, omniscient, nor omnipresent. Either 
God is or He is not an Infinite Spirit, absolutely wise, good 
and powerful.

‘But how are you to account for the crime, sin, misery, 
and death in the world ? ’

Is it necessary to invent a devil to account for these 
things 1 When you remember that the race of man came 
out of the night, to be educated by experience, disciplined 
by pain, driven by hunger, led on ward by love, you have all 
the elements by which to explain the conditions you call 
evil. Nay, nay ; let us look at the triumphant successes of 
man in his contest with matter, in his awakening moral 
sense. Let us rejoice in these evidences of the upward 
march of the race, and leave the darker aspects to take their 
due and proper place as conditions by which the individual 
is disciplined, trained, and developed.

Admit that Spiritualism is true, that is, that Spiritualism 
is the science of the manifestation of the spirit—both 
embodied and disembodied, divine and human; let us take 
it that Spiritualism is the science of the manifestation of 
spirit in contact with matter, and when apart from matter, 
through the intermediary agency of the soul-body, and we 
shall then have reached high philosophic ground, we shall 
be able to formulate a philosophy and science of life, based 
on known facts, not upon traditions. Suppose, then, we 
take it that Spiritualism is true; that man is a spirit 
possessed of spiritual attributes and powers, a denizen of 
this world only as a traveller and pilgrim into the unseen; 
that this life is a preparatory stage for him, and death only 
an incident in his career, a portal through which he passes 
into a fuller and fairer life, into environments more favour
able to the manifestation of his powers. Take it for granted 
that Spiritualism is true—what then ? What is its message, 
what is its claim upon you ? In the first place, take it 
personally. You have received a light that you can flash 
into the dark places. You are able to understand yourself 
more clearly than you could possibly do without this new 
light. You are able to realise that, perfection's sacred height 
cannot be attained on this side of the grave: that you are at 
school gaining experience; and chat the object of all the 
discipline through which you pass is to fit you to live. 
Spiritualism claims that you shall put your knowledge of 
the purpose of existence into practice, apply the truth to 
your daily life; that you shall know Yourself, be yourself, 
and stand calm and stern amid the clash of conflicting 
interests, the turmoil, the ignorance and evil of mortal lite, 
strong and self-poised in the dignity of your own divine, 
spiritual nature.
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Again, Spiritualism being true makes you aware' that 
you possess certain powers nut ordinarily reoognised» by 
reason of the fact that they are hidden forces in nature, of 
a subtle or spiritual quality; that these* powers can bo 
exercised, and that they radiate from you in emanations not 
merely of a physical, but of a moral and spiritual character, 
and that thereby you are influencing everybody and every
thing which comes within your sphere; that, possessing 
these powers, you may become clairvoyant, become sensitive 
and respond to impressions or guidance from the unseen. 
Spiritualism, therefore, being true, lays upon you the obliga
tion to cultivate your spiritual nature and your best gifts, 
to develop the psychic side of your nature, to bring the 
power of your educated and enlightened spirit to operate, 
to control yourself and to use your body instead of being 
the slave of its tendencies and appetites. Here you have 
the key to all true development, the key to all manhood, 
and to tbe unfolding of character.

Having once entered into possession of a knowledge of 
your spiritual nature, you begin to recognise that the secret 
and source of all power is in the spirit, and that by the 
direction of the spirit, the cultivation of the will, the 
quickening of the purpose, the informing of the mind, you 
can subdue all things that oppose your progress ; that you 
can direct your destiny, create your character, instead of 
being a victim of blind, unconscious forces. This is one of 
the new thoughts that has come into the world to call men 
and women to a sense of their responsibility, to show them 
that it is not sufficient to go through the world negatively 
virtuous. It is not enough to say, ‘ I refrained from doing 
evil.’ That is only an imperfect manifestation. You should 
be able to say, ‘ I did stand up for justice ; I did follow hard 
after truth ; I did try to live tliat the world might be better 
because I lived in it.’

Spiritualism being true reveals tbe fact that man con
tinues to live after the death of the body ; it throws a flood 
of light on his post-mortem existence. And while we depre
cate the tendency displayed by some individuals to be 
constantly seeking evidences in signs and wonders to the 
neglect of the practical duties of this life, still we recognise 
that such revelations are encouraging, stimulative and 
helpful to the best side of human nature.

Spiritualism being true has a word to say to you in your 
present state, because whatever you may anticipate, however 
much you may desire of happiness in the future, this fact 
has been made clear—that the people of the other world are 
just where they are and what they are because of what they 
have thought and done during their pilgrimage on earth. 
They can no more get away from the consequences of their 
own doings and thinkings than they can get away from their 
own shadows Spiritualism has made manifest this moral 
law, as exact and definite as the laws of gravitation or 
chemical affinity. It demonstrates that man the spirit in 
this world is in process of unfoldment, and that so far as he 
understands himself and employs his powers for human 
advancement, to that extent will he be fitted for the life 
after death, and the freedom of the spiritual life.

Spiritualism being true has contributed to the scientist’s 
knowledge of new forces. The scientific man investigates 
the sphere of imponderables ; and the most recent discoveries 
in physical science all point to the existence of radiant 
matter ; to the existence of subtle emanations and qualities 
pertaining to physical objects. Your scientific men are 
gradually proving, point by point, that the teachings of the 
spirits during the last half-century have been true. They 
have found that light is a potent energy, that matter is not 
the solid and substantial or purely atomic thing it is huji- 
poeed to be, and now they hesitate to say what matter is, 
and are constantly seeking to define it in terms which are 
applicable to spirit.

Spiritualism is quickening man’s interest in principles, 
giving him an interest in the work of reform, stimulating a 
deeper sympathy with the sufferings of the oppressed. It 
is continually calling upon him to recognise the solidarity 
of the race and the brotlierhoxJ of man ; to recognise 
that where one member of tbe community suffers all must 
suffer.

Spiritualism is making religion a vital thing, calling you 
to recognise that you arc responsible for tbe use you make 

of the powers entrusted to you. It preaches a religion of 
service— the service of ovoryday life. Its philosophy is a 
philosophy of tho development of mon and women. You are 
constantly improving your horses and dogs. What are you 
doing to improve mon and women'/ You are constantly 
bringing distant countrii's into communication by means of 
the cable. What uro you doing to bring tho olosaea of 
humanity closer together 1

Spiritualism being true, it is tho key that unlocks the 
door of mystery and reveals man to himself. Spiritualism 
being true flashes light into tho dark places, chasing gloom 
and terror from the hearts of men and replacing, them by 
tho radiance of hope and aspiration.

Death, in tho light of Spiritualism, is transformed into 
the kindly benefactor, setting tho prisoner free; and joyous 
and glad arc those who, when their time comes, can feel that 
they ‘have fought tho good fight,’ and to whom Spirit
ualism has brought comfort, having stimulated them to the 
service of others, whereby they were enabled to prepare 
themselves for the life and liberty to come. (Applause.)

THE HIGHER SPIRITUALISM.

We lately noticed ‘A Year-book of Good Counsel,’ by 
the author of ‘From over tho Tomb,’ &c. (London: John 
Bale, Sons and Danielsson), and regretted that wo were able 
to quote but one of many beautiful meditations which we 
had marked as eminently quotable. Wo arc now able to 
select a few of these, and may, on some future occasion, 
give more:—

THE SPIRITUALIST.

We have attempted to define Spiritualism, let us define 
the state of the spiritualist. The first thing learnt from the 
belief is one of the first of virtues, toleration, the open 
mind. Next, to have much faith, and having much faith to 
be self-reliant. To learn that the soul’s education depends 
much more on the individual self than on extraneous religion. 
To trust to the communion of the guardian spirits for 
assistance, assured that what may appear evil will be 
ultimate good. No faith brings such even content of mind. 
The inspiration of the poet and tho artist is a state of 
spiritual elevation allied to Spiritualism, is Spiritualism, in 
fact, in its catholic meaning; for something is spiritually 
produced by purely spiritual influence outside the power and 
control of the producer. The perception of this has brought 
many of the profoundest thinkers of the day, otherwise in 
many ways sceptics, within the pale of Spiritualism. Spirit
ualism is antagonistic to no religion, it simply deepens and 
broadens what is spiritual in all. A Spiritualist must be a 
religious man or the latter is a word of forma] meaning only, 
with no reference to the things of the soul.

Christ’s spiritualism.
Our outlook upon life will be entirely governed by the 

inner state of spiritual development: if, in the words of 
Scripture, the light within be darkness, that is, evil, the soul 
will not be responsive to anything spiritual in nature, it will 
find only the material, and see neither beneath nor beyond. 
Darkness within means darkness without. More than half 
of the possibilities, and certainly all the real pleasure of life, 
depend upon the spiritual capacity ; where that capacity is 
wanting it is but a truncated existence that is possible, and 
there is an end of all accomplishment of preparation for tho 
spirituality of the life to come. The necessity of the 
spiritual life is Christ's unending text, He is the great 
Spiritualist; if thine eye offend thee pluck it out, if thine 
hand, cut it off, what are these I but if, ‘ the light that is in 
thee be darkness, how great is that darkness,’ then art thou 
lost indeed. All the Great Sermon is addressed to the heart, 
to the soul, to the reality and not to the appearance, to the 
eternal substance and not the passing symbol. There is no 
life, no life even on earth, for a slumbering spirit- it is but 
the existence of a tree content with the chances of the 
passing seasons.

THE STRESS OF LIFE.

The life of man has often been compared to a ship on (he 
ocean with its alternate encounter of calm and storm. Tho 
parallel is truer than such similitudes generally are. The 
sunshine and calm are all very well, it is the storm dial tries 
the ship and proves her resources of latent strength. It 
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were an oiwy matter to build a ship for latitudes of eternal 
summer-an ideal for an ideal; but a ship has to be built for 
the vicissitudes of this world, and tho first thing present to 
the mind of the designer is the tempests she must encounter. 
Aman whoso soul is only prepared for the sunshine of this 
life and despairs at the first storm, is like an ill-designed ship, 
ill-found, and may never come to port save in the form of 
wreckage. He must begin to shape his soul for other things 
if ho would reach tho anchorage of peace that lies beyond 
this world of storm and stress.

Men are driven
By storm and stress of tempest through tin! world 
To a spiritual haven that they wot not of, 
Unto tho rest eternal which is God :
Tn Him the sun and shadow of the earth 
But shape one end for all— a peace divine.

OCCUPATION IN HEAVEN.

There will not be idleness in heaven. As employment 
is the basis of all lasting happiness here, employment will be 
the foundation of the happiness hereafter. We do not lose 
our individuality of spirit in putting off our mortality, 
and this is perllaps the real meaning of the ol<I writers who 
talk of our rising again in our own bodies ; they mean our 
rising again in our own individuality, and what brought 
peace to our spirits here will be a source of peace when we 
are born to the renewed life of heaven, or else earth would 
bo no school for immortality as we fondly believe it is. 
Could any of us look forward with hope or pleasure to a 
vacant eternity, to an eternity of mere routine prayer and 
praise as it was pictured of old ? No, God will be worshipped 
with works, not words, in lieaven, as He is here, and it is 
the idle and unspiritualised of wasted life on earth that 
will find their probation a hell hereafter. Work, apart from 
the infirmities of earth, will cease to be labour ; there will 
be no weariness of the hand or brain, but free, spontaneous 
and unfettered it will be a joy to do and gracious when 
done.

A LITTLE SPIRITUAL SERMON.

We still occasionally see in ‘The New York Herald ’ 
one of George II. Hepworth’s perfectly spiritual little 
sermons. Here arc the central passages of a late dis
course on * Thou hast been faithful over a few things, I 
will make thee ruler over many things. Enter thou into 
the joy of thy Lord ’:—

When we get into the other world we shall be profoundly 
surprised to rind that the Lord’s standard of value is very 
different from that to which we have been accustomed. Wc 
regard social position, wealth, intellectual culture as of 
prime importance, and rather imagine that the Lord will 
hesitate to condemn anyone with these three enviable 
possessions. But it is clear that we and He do not agree, for 
with Him a pure heart and a sweet, placid and gentle life 
are worth more than all else besides.

When we step across the border wc shall find that many 
of our earthly ideas of value are either mistakes or pre
judices, and that lives are acceptable and profitable only in 
proportion to their spiritual symmetry and beauty. The 
more a man does for others, therefore, the more he docs for 
himself, and if he cares only for himself, to the neglect of 
others, he will have to go into the prim.-i.ry class in Heaven 
and learn what true religion means.

No matter how humble your sphere, fill it full by pouring 
your best and noblest qualities ot character into it. A pool 
of water is a thing of beauty when the moon shines on it, 
and the smallest soul that ever breathed is a miracle when 
the spirit of God is reflected therein.

ft requires many hands to make a watch. If one of the 
hands which fashions one of the cogs of one of the wheels 
does its work badly, the watch will never keep good time. If 
the whole is to be perfect every part must be perfect.

So it is in the universe. You do not know, hut God 
knows, that unless you take pains to make your cog of the 
wheel with fidelity you may do a damage which cannot 
easily be repaired.

Little things done well make a great soul, and small 
duties are always great duties in the eyes of the angels.

There is nothing lost J that which makes for tho good of 
the most unknown of virtuous men counts more in tin- 
eternal balance than the most insolent triumphs of error and 
of evil.—Ernest Renan.

THE USE OF THE OUIJA BOARD.

By W. .J. Colville, in the ‘Banner op Light.’

I'hc Ouija board, planchctte, or any other mechanical 
device, cannot endow anyone with mcdiuuiistic qualities, 
nor does it contain any magnetic virtues whereby spirits 
can Im; attracted. It is, however, frequently the case that 
‘ Ouija ’ is a successful aid to quietude or concentration, and 
for that reason is a valuable adjunct where people are 
seeking to receive messages from spirit friends, or enjoy 
telepathic intercourse with distant acquaintances yet in the 
physical body.

Tho prime requisite for automatic writing, or any similar 
means of communing with the unseen or spiritual state, is 
mental and bodily repose. Placing one’s hands on a board, 
and quietly holding them there, often seems lo prevent dis
tractions, and thereby affords opportunity for such influences 
as aro present and wish to communicate to make tnenueives 
manifest. Ono of tin; greatest drawbacks to psychical 
research is the restlessness of the average person, who seem
ingly cannot remain quiet long enough to allow the akosa, or 
‘astral fluid,’ noccssary to produce objective phenomena to 
accumulate and be employed. When Oriental teachers 
recommend crystal gazing, or even looking at glass balls of 
various colours, as they often do, they know that magnetic 
virtues are not in the playthings they countenance;, but in 
the people who an; induced lo become quietly receptive 
while concentrating their gaze upon some glittering object.

J.t is by no means necessary for two or more persons 
to place their ham I on a planch otto or Ouija board 
if one person can be found who is individually well 
polarised. Mr. W. T. Stead’s ‘ Messages from Julia ’ allord an 
excellent illustration of what one man or woman can do alone, 
but it is only fair to remark that comparatively few people 
possess exactly Mr. Stead’s qualifications. A trained jour
nalist, a man, moreover, of unusually large individuality, 
can accomplish much more by himsiJf than can lem 
pronounced individuals generally, for, ihoughwo hear very 
much about the opposite temperaments positive and nega
tive—we are greatly misled if we suppose that positive and 
negative arc other than unifiable terms. Polarisation is 
what wc need to emphasise, and that is the harmonious 
blending of positive and negative elements in a single 
organism. Well-polarised people are able to make them
selves passive at will and equally resistful at will.

His highly important before you give yourselves up to 
sitting in any way for psychic development that you should 
clearly define your voluntary relations to the unseen state, 
otherwise you may experience much that is perplexing, ns 
all kinds of influences can come to you if your door is open. 
If you take a strong mental attitude, in effect that you are 
subject only to what you wish to receive, your emanations 
will afford assistance to unseen friends to reach you and 
communicate with you, and at the same time repel whatever 
would cause disturbance. It is quite possible that through 
the talking-board, or when you arc simply holding a pencil 
in your hand, you may receive messages from people yet on 
earth, correct in every particular, as well as from the so- 
called departed. It is not reasonable to suppose that only 
infallible intelligences can come through a mechanical device, 
therefore you must not blindly accept or reject but be. ever 
ready to honestly and Fearlessly investigate. 11 you are in 
an excited mental state, and firmly believe; or greatly desire 
that something special may take place, J*’1* 
unwittingly instrumental in causing writing lo the e cot 
that it will occur.

When you receive communications of any sori, neither 
believe nor disbelieve blindly, but take note of them and lay 
them aside for possible verification. If fc'vo persons 
thoroughly harmonious, and they use a Ouija board 
privately whenever they feel impressed to do so, letting no 
strangers have access to it, the. best condition8 aro given for 
the development of pHychography or spirit-writing. Let
anything he written without protest, ami hold yourselves 
ready to pass judgment, /»r« or con, only when evidence is 
supplied. _______________ _

There never was any heart truly great and generous that 
was nut also tender and com passionate.—SoUTH.
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OCCULTISM ON THE MISSING LINK.

In‘The Secret Doctrine,’ 1888. Madame H. P. Blavatsky 
teaches that in the past ages there were races of ‘mindless 
men? beings *bo were * irresponsible. animal like, though in 
Appearance human forms (ll. tUl In ‘ The Holy City, 1880, 
Mr.T.L Haicis thus anticipates this doctrine of the ‘missing 
link ‘ •--

‘During the long ages prior to the formation of personal 
men ufx'r. this globe, there was an intermediate creation, the 
mcreanimal hr:; oeir.g transcended through evolution: a race 
<vf anima! impersonal men Mark the steps of gradation. Hence 
it w.miH ajtfeiar. to those who explore tin' ancient remains of 
s|»vie> upon the globe, that the human race is of immense 
antiquity Nevertheless, so far as the present ami responsible 
race is concerned. that is. though still ancient, of comi»ara- 
tiwely went date, (pars 08-9.)

The^xsophi^ts have omitted to credit Mr. Harris with 
priority ot teaching on this point; which omission places 
them in an awkward dilemma. If the plagiarism is inten
tional, they are guilty of a serious offence against literary 
ethics. If it is not intentional, Mr. Harris must have had 
,u- ' to the same v»urv^ a> the Mahatmas, from whom the 
teaching > t The Secret Doctrine' claims to have originated; 
ami as be is not an Initiate of any earthly Order, nor a pupil 
of a Mahatma, he must, in that case, be a Mahatma himself, 
in which case Theoaophist s should jk\v more respect to his 
writings.

The doctrine of a 4 missing link ' ha> often been taught 
by scientists a> a probable hypothesis; but it bas never till 
recently been established by them as a fact. In an editorial 
• >f the * Standard.' for July 15th, 1866, the occult teaching of 
Mr. Harris and Madame Blavatsky is thus verified by the 
stern facts of geological discovery :—

That one of the missing links between man and the 
higher apes has been really discovered may be now regarded 
as an satsWinhcd fact. The specimens have been examined 
by such eminent authorities as Professor Virchow, Sir W.
H. Flower, sir IV. Turner, and Professor O. C. Marsh, and 
have satisfied them, as the last-nanitd has stated in a pre
liminary note published in the ‘American Journal of 
Science fur the preaent munlh. They were discovered in 
Java, by Dr. Kngeoe Dubois, a surgeon in the Dutch Army 
-t a tinned m that island, and were embedded in a volcanic 
tufa, covered by a thick deposit of river sand, at a depth 
erf about fifteen yards below the surface of the ground. The 
remains consisted of a skull, two teeth, and a thigh-bone. 
They were all found xqarately, but under circumstances 
which made it highly probable that they had belonged to one 
individual. I>r. Debuts consi/iered them to indicate a form 
intermediate between man and the higher apes, to which he 
gave the name of PttAerwatArcfatt erwtw. When the news of 
tiiis discovery reached Europe about eighteen months ago, 
mme wepcicMm was naturally felt; for experience has shown 
students of anthropology to be occasionally more enthusiastic 
than cautious. But Dr. Dubois was permitted by the Dutch 
< tovernnw-nt to return to Holland and bring with him these 
foasife; and they were examined at Leyden by the above- 
named and other men of science during the meeting of the 
International Cungretfe of Zoologists last .September. There 
cannot be any doubt, according to Professor Marsh, that the 
dweovery is a real one. The antiquity of the specimens is 
unquestionable. They are dark in colour, thoroughly pet ri
fled. and embedded in a matrix so solid as to be remove*! 
with difficulty. The deposit has yielded other fossils, which 
indicate that it was formed in the Pliocene Period, perhaps 
about the. age of the Mwalik beds in India, in which, at 
present, no human remains have been found. To this period 
belong the to-called “Crags " of our Eastern Counties. The 
skull is imperfect, the upper portion alone being preserved. 
In general character it rvMmues that of the chimpanzee, and 
suit more that of the gibbon. It is distinguished from the 
skull of the gorilla by the absence of cranial ridges, and 
from that of the orang-utan by its more elliptical form ; 
in scientific terminology, it is dolichocephalic, while the 
other is brachycephalic. The diverging roots of the teeth 
give them a simian aspect, but the crowns are leas rugose 
than in existing anthropoid apes. The femur (a left one) is 
so like a human femur that the two could only lie distin
guished by a careful comparison. But the skull also differs 
materially from that of man. Though hitherto but few 
remains nave been found of the rude forefathers of our race, 
the hunters who roughlj' chipped Hints into laoce-beads or 
tools, and made rude carvings on bones and antlers, yet 
some materials have been obtained for study by careful 
and persevering search, especially in rock ^belters and 
fissures. The cave of Spy has yielded two skulls : another, 
well-known for its singular form, was obtained in the 

Neanderthal. A few ot hers can he used for comparison (> 
if we do not accept the Galley Hill skeleton rcJei'?' 
describtxl bv Mr. E. T. Newton as that of a Pahvolithie nu 
These all show that /bVAcritnMroyiz/s was either the n1(n 
a I*' like of men or the most manlike of apes. In it n? 
brain cavity is absolutely larger, and in proportion to tp 
size of the ixxiy much more capacious, t han in any of th 
simian family, hut is less so than in the human race. Il 
capu'ity of the skull is about two-thirds the average of tha*t 
of man. The forehead is higher, and has a steeper angle than 
that of the apes. The thigh-bone is equal in dimension;, 
to that of man, and, like it, is adapted tor walking in 
an erect jx>sition. The result of the careful study whi^ 
has been bestowed on the fragments of Pifhecfint/iroh,^ 
is summed up bv the latest investigator, substantially, 
in these words : That the various sjx?cimens appmvntjy 
belongtxl to one individual ; that the creature was o'f 
the Pliocene Age: that it was not human, but repre
sented a form intermediate between man and the highep 
apes ; and that its discovery is an event, of the first. iinp,ir. 
tance to the scientific world. Perhaps in some quarters th? 
new-comer may be unwelcome ; but no good is done by 
refusing to take cognisance of any fact that is well- 
established.’

E. IV. Berridge, M.D.
48, Sussex-gatxlens, Hyde Park, IV.

A CURIOUS STORY.

* The St. Louis Globe Democrat ’ reports, and says it, 
finds it difficult to deny the truth of, the following remark- 

able story:—
William Burrows lives and runs a grocery store at 2dl« 

Olive-street. He appears to be about sixty-five years old, 
and well balanced, and better preserved than the average 
man of his age. Persons who know him say he could not be 
induced to state that which he does not believe to be true.

His clerk is George C. Darling, formerly of Chicago. 
Mr. Burrows and his family and Mr. Darling live upstairs 
over the grocery store. Mr. Darling is a Spiritualist. Mr. 
Burrows has dipped into Spiritualism and into Theosophy, 
and believes there are good and truth in both, widely 
separated though they be, or seem to be, to the casual 
inquirer.

Neither of these men believed in the efficacy of the latent 
paraphernalia supposed to attract the powers of the other 
world. But when one of the women folks brought the thing 
home they gave it a trial. It is a good deal like the old 
planchette board. There is a needle, which makes the circuit 
of the alphabet, the numerals, and corners where ‘Yes’ and 
‘ No ’ are emblazoned. Any young person who takes an 
interest in such things can tell you how to spell the things 
name, but the proof-reader doesn’t know, and is apt to be 
irascible if you shove conundrums at him, so let's call it 
The Board.

When The Board was introduced into the Burrows circle 
it was in an eccentric mood. The needle, or indicator, swung 
around as though insane, and for a long time pointed to 
nothing, or refused to point at all. Finally after several 
ineffectual trials and everybody had his or her hands 
properly placed on the board, the needle swung to the second 
letter of the alphabet and stuck.

‘ Do you mean B !’ said Mr. Burrows.
The needle swung back to 1 Yes.’
* Go ahead, then,’ said Mr. Burrows.
The needle swung to A. Then it indicated T twice; 

then L, then E, then >S, then H, then I, then P. There if 
stopped.

‘Do you mean “ Battle-ship ’ said Mr. Darling.
The needle pointed to ‘Yes.'
Everybody laughed, because nobody believed tlioroughb 

in The Board, and passably they all sus|iecte<l each other.
‘Go ahead,’ said Mr. Darling.
The needle spelled the word ‘ Maine?
‘Any battle-ship of that name 1 ’ said Mr. Darling t<> Mr 

Burrows.
* Ym/ said Mr, Burrows. ‘She’s up near Brooklyn.- 
This was last November when the Maine was ii’ ,r

Brooklyn.
‘Go ahead,' said Darling to The Board.
The needle spelled out: ‘ Will be destroyed ; many h'-' 

lost,’ then gave the signature, ‘Gideon Welles.’
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Mr. Burrow® got interested. ‘Are you the Gideon Wei lea 
ho was Lincoln’s Secretary of the Navy V said he.

‘ Yes,’ replied the needle.
‘ Will the ship be lost in battle 1 *
‘ No.’
‘Will she lie destroyed by Spaniards?’
‘ Yea.’
• In Spanish waters 1 ’
‘ Yes.’
‘ Will war follow 1 ’
‘Yes.’
‘Are you willing that this communication appear over 

your name I ’
‘ \ es.’
‘Will Spain have allies ? ’
‘Yes.’
Here the connection of the dialogue is broken. Mr. 

Burrows, Mr. Darling, and two ladies who were present, agree 
that the needle said England would be for the United States 
and Russia for Spain. Mr. Burrows withdrew from the con
ference at this point*, because, he said, it was nonsense to 
suppose that Russia would be against, and England for, the 
United States.

This broke up the conference, but first the needle said 
that all this was to take place within two weeks.

Mr. Darling wrote down the prophecy and filed it away. 
At the end of three weeks he destroyed it. The spirit of 
Gideon Welles had evidently made a mistake, else The Board 
was a fraud. The fraud theory was supported by the fact 
that several other prognostications made that night proved 
fallacious.

But, when the Maine was destroyed, Mr. Burrows and 
Mr. Darling recalled the prophecy of the supposed shade of 
Gideon Welles. The spirit-seer had missed the date by 
several weeks, but they argued that might be their mistake, 
so yesterday they told a Globe-Democrat reporter about 
it all.

They expressed neither belief nor disbelief in the instru
ment they used, and did not attempt to explain it. Neither 
did they seek to conceal the failure of the apparatus to tell 
the truth in other instances.

‘I am willing to make affidavit to the statement you 
have,’ said Mr. Burrows, after the substance of the foregoing 
was read to him.

‘So am I,’ said Mr. Darling, ‘and so are the other persons 
present, but they are women, and we had rather not have 
their names mentioned.’

So there you are. Anyone who knows Grocer Burrows 
will tell you that he would not knowingly tell an untruth, 
and Mr. Darling’s reputation for veracity seems to be good.

‘Maybe Gideon Welles’ spirit made a mistake as to the 
time,’said Mr. Burrows, ‘but I am firmly convinced that he 
told us of the impending destruction of the Maine. Let us 
wait and see if the rest of his prophecy comes true.’

NOTES FROM FOREIGN REVIEWS.
The last number of the ‘ Metaphysische Studien,’ edited 

by Herr Paul Zill man n, consists of a brightly written piper 
which deals in a comprehensive manner with the present 
position of magnetic healers in Germany, their difficulties, 
their needs and their prospects, and throws much light upon 
this now burning question. On the whole, the outlook 
is by no means an unfavourable one. Herr Zillmann and 
Herr Willy Reichel have succeeded in ventilating their 
brethren’s grievances through the pages of the daily Press, 
and have been fortunate enough to awaken a considerable 
amount of interest. It seems proliable that attempts 
towards prohibitive legislation will Im* fruitless and that the 
agitation started last year in the ranks of the medical pro- 
feouon will altogether collapse. Moreover, there is already 
abundant evidence that the hostile movement will only 
prove a blessing in disguise. The salutary stimulus 
of opposition and common danger has drawn to
gether, under active and able leaders, a large number 
of isolated workers who knew previously no organisation 
and had no available means of acquiring scientific know
ledge. They have now reached a full consciousness both of 
their power and of their weakness. They realise that the 

only possibility of raising their vocation to an honourable 
place amongst other professions, of obtaining the full appre
ciation of the wide public, and of competing effectively 
with medical men, lies in adequate training and in scientific 
development of their gifts. All their efforts tend, therefore, 
to the founding of a ‘ High School for Magnetic Healers,’ 
where suitable tuition could be provided, and where, after a 
course of studies of at least two years’ duration, followed by 
a final examination, diplomas could be obtained by fully- 
qualified healers.

Herr Zillmann draws a rough sketch of the kind of 
studies which should be entered upon. These would 
embrace:

1st Year.—Theoretical tuition (with the following sub
divisions) : Descriptive anatomy, history and philosophy of 
magnetism, physics of magnetism, synthetic physiology, 
progress and new theories of magnetism.

2nd Year.—Practical tuition (with the following sub
divisions) : Training for the development of magnetic power, 
experimental practice, pathology and therapeutics of 
magnetism, clinical instruction.

This programme is, of course, open to modifications; 
other subjects, such as massage and pharmaceutical botany, 
could be added with advantage. Suggestions would not be 
lacking and more particular needs would soon be ascertained 
and provided for. In connection with the school, a journal 
should also be published, through which organ certificated 
healers could become known to the public.

After showing that scientific testimony in favour of 
magnetism cannot be lightly passed over, and even asserting 
that, on the other hand, the old school of medicine is fast 
losing ground and no longer commands confidence, Herr 
Zillmann declares that he sees no insuperable obstacle to the 
establishment of the projected institution, and expresses his 
conviction that State authorisation and protection will be 
forthcoming. In the meanwhile, he has secured the collabo
ration of the be8t healers of Germany for the opening of an 
‘ Academy of Magnetism ’ in Berlin. All arrangements will 
be concluded during the course of this year, and the lectures 
will probably begin in October next. Professor H. Dumlle, 
of the Paris School of Magnetism, has promised every help 
he can afford in this undertaking, and, indeed, we can but 
express our best wishes for the success of this well- 
directed progressive movement.

A regrettable division, which illustrates the attitude of 
certain members of the Roman Catholic clergy towards 
psychical research, took place some time ago in the Society 
des Sciences Psychiques of Paris, when Mgr. Me'ry, who had 
been appointed director of this association, separated him
self suddenly from the rest of his co-workers, and founded, 
under the name of ‘ Academie des Etudes Psychiques,’ a rival 
society into which priests and professedly religious persons 
alone could be admitted. Mgr. Mery explained that he could 
not conscientiously undertake psychical research from an 
exclusively scientific and experimental standpoint, nor 
labour in common with freethinkers and scoffers against the 
Church. So far this breaking away, and the ensuing compe
tition, were legitimate enough ; but now Mgr. Mery has 
gone considerably further, for he has formally denounced to 
Cardinal Richard, and referred to the See of Rome, the 
Societe des Sciences Psychiques under the extraordinary 
accusation of ‘heretical complicity.’ This has naturally 
caused a good deal of surprise and indignation, for it must 
be remembered that the Societe is actually presided over 
by Canon Bret tes; that one of the vice-presidents is no less a 
personage than the Rev. Father Bulliot, Professor of Philo
sophy at the Catholic Institute : and that amongst the 
members twenty-four priests from the Paris clergy can be 
found. ‘Le Mcssager,’ the Belgian Spiritualist paper, 
reprints the ‘ Figaro’s ’ comments upon this incident.

Debate.— On Sunday evening next, at the Surrey 
Masonic Hall. Camberwell New-road, S.E., at 6.30, a 
debate will take place between Dr. Stanton Coit and Mr. 
W. E. Long, on the question, ‘Should Trance-Mediumship 
be Discouraged F The affirmative will be taken by Dr. 
Stanton Coit, and the negative by Mr. W. E. Long. No 
doubt many of our readers will take the opportunity of 
being present.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
77. c Editor is not responsible for opinions esvrcssed by corre- 

wondentsand sometimes publishes what he aoss n^tayrct ynth 
j'trlht pnrpoee of presenting rtru»« fAif mayslicitdiscnssion.

Spiritualism for the People.
Sir,—My committee have passed the following resolution, 

a copy of which has been forwarded to the society named :—
‘That this meeting of the committee of the Onward 

Spiritualist Association sends its fraternal and cordial greet
ings to the South London Spiritualist Mission, and begs to 
express the admiration it feels for the energetic and effective 
propaganda work in which the Mission is engaged. In 
heartily wishing the Mission “God-speed " in its many and 
devoted labours for the advancement of our glorious cause, 
this meeting desires to respectfully draw the Mission s atten
tion to the manifesto from this association that appeared in 
the issue of ‘ Light’ dated May 21st, 1898, and in that of the 
Tiro Worlds dated May 20th, and to express the earnest 
hope that, on as early a date as possible, the South London 
Mission mav see its way to take the said manifesto into 
“ collective * consideration, with a view to the Mission still 
further adding to the scope and value of its advocacy by 
carrying into effect the policy urged upon the movement by 
the document referred to.*

The South London Spiritualist Mission was chosen as 
the object of the resolution, first, because that body is our 
association's nearest neighbour : and secondly, because it is 
a representative Spiritualist society. My committee, how
ever, would have liked to send a similar resolution to every 
other Spiritualist body in the kingdom : but as this was not 
feasible they would be glad if those societies would kindly 
• take it as done,' and act accordingly. Perhaps some member 
of each society will immediately (there being no time to lose) 
bring the subject prominently before the body, and let me 
know the decision arrived at. I will then prepare a brief 
summary of such decisions, and forward it to the Spiritualist 
Press for publication.

Herbert E. Brown,
Hon. Sec. Onward Spiritualist Association.

80, Grenard-road, Peckham, London.

Cruelty to Birds.
Sir,—I should sincerely regret if any correspondent, in 

reading my letter in reply to * J. Hawkins Simpson,’ should 
for a moment have supposed other than that 1 was writing 
in jest when I recommended an Act of Parliament as curative 
of the ills complained about I take blame for the heaviness 
of my own joke, the jesting mode, moreover, not being in 
keeping with the subject

I have, however, seen no reply altering my opinion (most 
of the answers confirming it) that while deprecating all folly 
and extravagance in female or other dress, I maintain that 
the specific sin of cruelty lies at the door of the male 
participants.

I also persist in my statement that the large proportion 
of the ‘plumes,’ as they are over-magnificently described, 
aigrets and osprey feathers, are not the real articles, but 
deft imitations of the expensive reality; and also that ladies 
are not the sole purchaser* of feathers. Moreover, with 
regard to the fart of cruel methods, I stated my opinion, if 
no more feathers were provided, that women would rest well 
contented without them, and thus the trade would perish, 
but the birds survive. Isabel de Steiger, F.T.S.

Transcendental Psychology.
Sir,—With reference to the last footnote to ‘Quaxtor 

Vite’s ’ communication on p. 248 (May 21 nt), the interest
ing subject of Initiation having been dwelt upon in a 
manner worthy of notice and conducive to accurate think
ing, I would venture to differ from the writer in his exposi
tion that Initiation is by the influx of 4discamate spirits.’ 
I should rather say from what study I have made on the 
subject that Initiation into Truth is somewhat a different 
process. It, on the other hand, starts from this plane, and 
is a human one, by which the operator or priest who is 
already consciously allied to the Divine life, stirs it up in 
another, and so awakens the corresponding centre in the 
aspirant or recipient, thereby preparing the ground, for 
the influx, not of a ‘discamate spirit,’ but for the 

Holy Catholic Spirit itself. Any mere human ferment 
merely futile but injurious, inflating, not regenerating, tb. 
selfhood of the recipient.

Thus I am reminded, by way of illustration, that a pi.,., 
of iron does not become a magnet by having some pow^ 
put into it; it is simply latent power, that is inherent in th* 
iron, that is made active or developed, so that it will attract 
to itself like pieces of metal.

This latent power is developed only when it is under th# 
influence of a similar power, i.e., an active, living force. If j 
take a piece of steel and harden it, and then touch it on to the 
poles of a magnet, which is simply another piece of steel that 
has already had its latency developed, it then becomes an 
active magnet in turn.

In like manner the Initiate, whose innermost soul has been 
baptised, stirred consciously, awakened and further confirmed 
by voluntary conversion to its Principle, can in turn awaken 
the same catholic potentiality in another soul, opening this 
also to the influx of the Holy Spirit of Truth to which it 
tends.

It is most true that mere human Initiation by mesmerism, 
hypnotic fermentation, or by whatever other name such 
magnetisation may be called, as dealing with the superficial 
astral spirit of the Cosmos, engenders self-inflation instead 
of such humility as is a primary requirement for radical 
regeneration, this involving the actual self-surrender, morti
fication, contraction and death of the personal astral circuit, 
in view of the manifestation of the Divine life on the other 
hand.

To enter more fully on the subject of radical Regenera
tion would involve consideration of degrees and intervals, 
baptism, growth, and confirmation, originally so-called, that 
would be out of place here.

Isabel de Steiger, F.T.S.

Automatic Writings.
Sir,—I should like to ask through the pages of ‘Light 

whether any reader who has had experience in automatic 
writings or drawings can suggest any interpretation d 
spiral designs, and whether any explanation has been given 
from the other side. When the spiral forms are dravL 
with apparent care and appear in the midst of other intel
ligent writings, it is reasonable to suppose that they signify 
something; and Mrs. Underwood was told that this was the 
case, but as far as I can remember she was not told what 
they symbolise. H. A D.

Mr. Gladstone’s Star.
Sib,—According to the traditional doctrine of astrology, 

Mr. Gladstone was born under the dominion of the planet 
Saturn, as the sign Capricornus (Saturn’s house) was rising 
in the East at the moment of his birth. There are still a 
few who admit a ‘periodicity’ in human affairs corresponding 
to planetary periods, and to such it may be interesting to note 
that at the death of the aged statesman the planet Saturn 
occupied the same degree and almost the same minute of the 
sign Sagittarius as it occupied at his birth. Saturn's year 
being equal to twenty-nine solar years and one hundred and 
seventy-six days, it is obvious that three of Saturn’s years 
exactly measure out the span of the life. Moreover, the 
end of each year marks an epoch, the first marking the date 
of his marriage in 1839 and the second the date of his 
first Administration in 1868 with considerable exactitude. 
These correspondences are not sufficiently explained by the 
blessed word ‘coincidence,’ nor can they, perhaps, be 
explained otherwise.

Woodville. G. F. Green.

God is a principle, and also an identity. If God was 
from the beginning, and in Him were all knowledge, 
and wisdom, it must have been through these attribute* 
that everything was created. To suppose that matter 
existed ab initio would confer on an unconscious substanc 
the same properties that belong to God. When I say do’ 
in the whole of my life, of approaching 300 years in th 
spheres, I have never found one spirit who can explain whi
ttle principle of God is, and how creating and existing ■ • 
how He created matter, you will sec at once how little 
known on the subject here.—(Attributed to Lord Bac<*n ' 
J udge Edmonds.)
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SOCIETY WORK.

193 Bow-road, Bow.—On Sunday evening last Mr. and 
Mrs Weedemoycr occupied our platform, when Mr. Weede- 
" rrnve an address and Mrs. Weedemeyer followed with 
Hvoyanee. Sunday next, Mrs. Clegg.-ft.H.

East London Spiritualists’Association, Liberal Hall, 
Forest Gate, E.—On Sunday last, at 11 a.m., discussion. 
In the evening, Messrs. Dennis and Collick gave addresses. 
Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mrs. Barrell.—J. Humphrey, Hon. 
Seo.

Spiritualists’ Lecture Rooms, 73, Becklow-road, 
Shepherd’s Bush, W.—On Sunday last Mr. Peters spoke 
on the Feast of Pentecost, showing that what happened in 
those days is still happening in our midst. Goocl clairvoy
ance. On Sunday next, Mr. Bradley. ‘Light’on sale.— 
M.E.C.

South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic 
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.—Sunday next, at 11 
a.m., public circle; at 3 p.m., children’s Lyceum ; at 6.30 
p.m., public debate: ‘ Should Trance Mediumship be Dis
couraged ?’ Affirmative, Dr. Stanton Coit; negative, Mr. 
W. E. Long. All Spiritualists are heartily invited to attend. 
Sunday, June 12th, at 6.30 p.m., Mrs. Bliss.

East London Spiritualists’ Association (formerly 
Stratford Society of Spiritualists) Workman’s Hall, West 
Ham-Lane, E.—On Sunday last Mr. Sherwood delivered an 
address and ably demonstrated the relationship of animal 
magnetism to Spiritualism by some experiments in mesmer
ism. Next Thursday, at 8.15 p.m., a meeting for inquirers. 
Ou Sunday next, Mr. Whyte (‘Evangel’).—J.J. P.

Islington Spiritualist Society, Wellington Hall. 
Upper-street, Islington.—On Sunday last Mr. Catto gave 
a reading from ‘ Light,’ ‘ The Ascension of W. E. Gladstone.’ 
Mr. Brenchley gave an able address on ‘God, the Father.’ 
Mrs. Brenchley gave clairvoyance. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., 
Mr. Brenchley will give an address. Thursday, at 8 p.m., 
circle, for members ; medium, Mrs. Brenchley.—O'. D. 
Catto.

North London Spiritualists’ Society, 14, Stroud 
Green-road, Finsbury Park.—On Sunday last, at the 
open-air meeting in Finsbury Park, the speakers were 
Messrs. Emms, Jones, and Brooks. In the evening, at the 
hall, the subject was ’Healing,’ practically illustrated by 
the controls of Mrs. Jones. A lady gave experiences of 
spirit messages and writings. Messrs. Jones, Hewitt, 
Brooks and Thompson were the speakers. Next Sunday, at
11.30 a.m., in Finsbury Park; at 3 p.m., in the hall, Lyceum; 
at 7 p.m., spiritual service. Tuesday, at 8 p.m. Wednesday, 
at 8 p.m., members’ circle.—T.B.

Cardiff Society of Spiritualists, St. John’s Hall.— 
On Sunday last, during a holiday visit, Mr. R. Phillips, of 
Bristol, kindly favoured us with an excellent address upon 
‘The Bible.’ He claimed that the masses have been misled 
in being taught to regard it as an infallible guide. It should 
be read intelligently, not as being a consecutive compilation, 
but rather as ‘a bundle of books’ by various authors in 
various times; and while there may be much incongruity 
and even contradiction, together with crudities which are 
wholly irrelevant-in the light of modern scientific demonstra
tions, the literary beauty of diction, the aptness of its 
ministrations to tne hopes, the fears, the joys and sorrows 
of humanity, will doubtless cause it to survive all efforts to 
replace it by any other single book, since ‘ imitations i 
seldom attain more than a dubious success.—E. A.

Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Martin-street 
Hall, Stratford, E.—Our meeting on Friday, 27 th inst., 
was a great success. Rev. J. Page Hopps delivered a 
thoughtful and encouraging address on ‘A Beautiful and 
Happy Religion,’ showing that the spiritual upliftment of 
humanity is the best means to obtain it. Mr. Hopps s
expressions of surprise how a belief in God survives—con- J 
siaering the awful ideas of Deity which have been taught— 
were received with applause. The beautiful rendering of two 
songs, ‘ Charity ’ and ‘ The Promise of Life,’ were fully ; 
appreciated. Our thanks are accorded to this lady and Mr. i 
Hopps for their kind assistance to our cause, and to Mr. 
Thomas Atwood for his influence and deep interest, in our 
work. The sum of £1 6s. 2d. was collected for our organ and 
furnishing fund. Last Sunday Mr. Davies very ably com
mented upon Rev. J. Page Hopps’s address, earnestly appeal
ing for a higher spiritual development of humanity, and our 
duty to realise our individual responsibility. Mr. Bullen 
Rave successful clairvoyance. Next Sunday, Mrs. Bessie I 
Russell-Davies.—J. Rainbow, Cor. Sec.__

The Approaching Congress.—Admission will be without 
ticket* to all meetings except the Conversazione, tor which 
tickets can be had, free, on application to the Secretary of 
the London Spiritualist Alliance. For further particulars [ 
see advertisement,
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Belief, Inspiration, Revelation—Orthodox Theology and Spirit Teaching 
—The Old Faith and the New—Spiritualised Christianity—Suicide and its 
Consequences—The Final Judgment of Souls—Capital Punishment—Tbe 
Treatment of the Insane—The True Philanthropist, Ac, Ac., Ac. The 
volume contains many cases of proof of tbe identity of communicating 
Spirits. The writer has connected the message by an autobiographical 
narrative, giving many details of personal experience.

Handsomely bound in Cloth Gilt, 324pp., demy 8vo, 
price 3s. 6d. net, or post free, 3s. lOd.

Members and Associates of The London Spiritualist Alliance 
will be supplied with copies at 2s. 6<1. each, or post free 
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Embodying the following Treatises reprinted from the ‘Quarterly 

Journal of Science.’
Contents : Spiritualism Viewed in the Light of Modern Science; 

Experimental Investigation of a New Force, some further experi
ments on Psychic Force. With sixteen Illustrations and Diagrams, 
proving beyond all doubt the reality of the Phenomena.

‘Psychic Force and Modem Spiritualism.’ A reply to the ‘Quarterly 
Review ’ and other critics, to which is added Correspondence upon 
Dr. Carpenter’s asserted Refutation of the Author's Experimental 
Proof of the Existence of a hitherto Undetected Force, with two 
Illustrations.

‘ Notes of an Inquiry into the Phenomena called Spiritual, during the 
years 1870-3.’ To which are added three letters, entitled ‘ Miss 
Florence Cook's Mediumship.’ ‘ Spirit-forms.’ and ‘ The Last, of 
“ Katie King ” ’; the photographing of ‘ Katie King ’ by the aid of 
the Electric Light. With sixteen Illustrations of appliances for 
the scientific demonstration of the genuineness of the Phenomena, 
including Portrait of Mr. D. D. Home holding the accordion under 
the table while it was being played on by the agency.

Large 8vo, handsome ornamented cloth, gilt, os, 4d. post free.

Office of ‘ Light/ 110, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.

By H. R. HA WEIS, M.A.

THE DEAD PULPIT.’—With chapters upon the Prophets 
of the Transition, F. Denison Maurice, Dean Stanley, 

The New Pulpit, The New Clergy, Wit and Humour in the 
Pulpit, The Church and Stage, Life Beyond the Grave, Ghosts, 
Universal Church, Immaculate Conception. Last Judgment, etc. 
With Portrait. Large crown 8vo., doth, 7s. 6d.
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Lane, W.C.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Spritunl srr for the People.
Sik-Mv vxwmitwe hare pmd the following w4utK>n. 

a ropy <•; which has been forwarded to the society named .
‘That this mretku <4 the remmitiee of the Onward 

Sniri’ual'<t \$j*xiation sends it- fraternal and cordial greet- 
2pto the S«th London Swn.iwJi.t M'.-^on. and to 
express the admiration it feels for rhe energetic anti eirecure 
ir-.uinda week in which the Minion is enga^txi. In 
hmrtJy wishing the Mfedoa *Gud sjwed’ in its many ami 
de'x'tevi labours for the advancement of our k. *nous cause.

u i to r^xxUuUy draw the Mission s atten- 
tx® to the manifesto in m this aviation that appeared m 
the issue of * Light dated May 21st. 1898. and in that of the 
Pw*t F«»r<is dated May iXh. and to express the earnest 
bi»pe that, «i as early a date as jx>ss:ble, tne South London 
Mt^kn may its way to take the said mamie-’o into 
*eo&cure consideration. with a vie*’ to the Mission still 
further adding to the scone and value of its advocacy by 
camring ink* effect the policy urged upon the movement by 
the kx'ummt referred to.’

The South London Spiritualist Mission was chosen as 
the object of the resolution, fir*t. because that body is our 
ass^wiatioQ s nearest neighbour : and secondly. because it is 
a reprwentative Spiritualist society. My committee, how
ever, wouki have hkcd to send a similar resolution to every 
other Spiritualist Kdv in the kingdom : but as this was net 
feasible they would be glad if those societies would kindly 
* • <: it as d ne/and act ace rding’.y. Perhaje some member 
of each scviety will immediately (there being no tune to lose) 
bring the subject prominently before the body, ami let me 
know the decisi 'n arrived at. I will then prepare a brief 
summary of such decisions, and forward it to the Spiritualist 
Press for publication.

Herbert E. Bbow>.
Hon. Sec. Onward Spiritualist Association.

s'Grenard -rend, Peckham. London.

Cruelty to Birds.
Sm,—I ahoald sincerely regret if any correspondent, in 

reading my letter in reply io J. Hawkins Simpson,' should 
for a mament have sappcecd other than that I was writing 
in jest when I recommended an Act of Parliament as curative 
of the ills complained about I take blame for the heaviness 
of my own joke. the jesting mode, moreover. not being in 
keeping with the subject

I have, however, seen no reply altering my opinion (most 
of the answer* confirming it) that while deprecating all folly 
and extravagance in female or other dress, I maintain chat 
the specific an of cruelty lies at the door of the male 
participants.

I also persist in my statement that the large proportion 
of the * plumes.’ as they are over-magnificently described, 
aigrcta and osprey feathers, are na< the real articles, but 
deft i—rt-ri**** of the expensive reality; and also that ladies 
are not the sole purchxn of feathers. Moreover, with 
regard to the fact <rf cruel methods, I stated my opinion, if 
no more feathers were provided, that women would rest well 
contented without them, and thus the trade would perish, 
but the birds survive. Isabel de Steiger, F.T.S.

Transcendental Psychology.
Sib,—With reference to the last footnote to ‘Quwstor 

Vibes commanicaaon on p 248 (May iletk the interest
ing subject of Initiation having been dwelt upon in a 
manner worthy of notice and conducive to accurate think
ing. I would venture to differ from the writer in his exposi
tion that Initiation h by the in fl ux of ‘ discarnate spirits? 
I should rather say from what study I have made on the 
subject that Iniuatbm into Truth m tumevhal a different 
pruceM. It, on the other hand, s urta from this plane, and 
is a human one, by which the operator or priest who is 
*lwdy consciously allied to the Divine hie, stirs it up in 
another, and so awakens the corresponding centre in the 
aspirant or recipient, thereby preparing the ground, for 
the influx, not of a ‘duK-amate spirit,' but for the 

Holy Catholic Spirit itself. Any mere human ferment is r..- 
merely futile but injurious, inflating, not regenerating. th 
selfhood of the recipient.

Thus I am reminded, bv way of illustration, that a pfe,.. 
of iron does not become a magnet by having some power 
put into it; it is simply latent power, that is inherent in th* 
iron, that is made active or developed, so that it will attract 
to itself like pieces of metal.

This latent power is developed only when it is under the 
influence of a similar power, t.e.. an active, living force. If I 
take a piece of strel and harden it, and then touch it on to the 
poles of a magnet, which is simply another piece of steel that 
has already had its latency developed, it then becomes an 
active magnet in turn.

In like manner the Initiate, whose innermost soul has been 
baptisexl. stirred co»Mriv«s/y. awakeued and further confirmed 
by voluntary conversion to its Principle, can in turn awaken 
the same catholic potentiality in another soul, opening this 
also to the influx of the Holy Spirit of Truth to which it 
tends.

It is most true that mere human Initiation by mesmerism, 
hypnotic fermentation, or by whatever other name such 
magnetisation may be called, as dealing with the superficial 
astral spirit of the Cosmos, engenders self-inflation instead 
of such humility as is a primary requirement tor radical 
regeneration, this involving the actual self-surrender, morti
fication. contraction and death of the jjersonal astral circuit, 
in view of the manifestation of the Divine life on rhe other 
hand.

To enter more fully on the subject of radical Regenera
tion would involve consideration of degrees and intervals, 
baptism, growth, and confirmation, originally so-called, that 
would be out of place here.

Isabel de Steiger, F.T.S.

Automatic Writings.
Sir,—I should like to ask through the pages of ‘ Light 

whether any reader who has had experience in automatic 
writings or drawings can suggest any interpretation of 
spiral designs, and whether any explanation has been given 
from the other side. When the spiral forms are drawn 
with apparent care and appear in the midst of other intel
ligent writings, it is reasonable to suppose that they signify 
something : and Mrs. Underwood was told that this was the 
case, but as for as I can remember she was not told what 
they symbolise. H. A. D.

Mr. Gladstone's Star.
Sir.—According to the traditional doctrine of astrology. 

Mr. Gladstone was born under the dominion of the planer 
Saturn, as the sign Capricornus (Saturn's house) was rising 
in the East at the moment of his birth. There are still a 
few who admit a ‘periodicity’ in human affairs corresponding 
to planetary periods, and to such it may be interesting to note 
that at the death of the aged statesman the planet Saturn 
occupied the same degree and almost the same minute of the 
sign Sagittarius as it occupied at his birth. Saturn’s year 
being equal to twenty-nine solar years and one hundred and 
seventy-six days, it is obvious that three of Saturn's years 
exactly measure out the span of the life. Moreover, the 
end of each year marks an epoch, the first marking the date 
of his marriage in 1839 anti the second the date of his 
first Administration in 1808 with considerable exactitude. 
Theee correspondences are not sufficiently explained by the 
blessed word ‘coincidence/ nor can they, perhaps, be 
explained otherwise.

Woodville. G. F. Green.

God is a principle, and also an identity. If God was 
from the beginning, and in Him were all knowledge, power 
and wisdom, it must have been through these attributes 
that everything was created. To suppose that matter 
existed ab initio would confer on an unconscious substance 
the same properties that belong to God. M’hen I say that 
in the whole of my life, of approaching 300 years in the 
spheres, 1 have never found one spirit who can explain what 
the principle God is, and how creating and existing, or 
how He created matter, you will see at once how little is 
known on the subject liere.—(Attributol to Lord Bacon by 
Judge Edmonds.)



SOCIETY WORK. Now Ready.
idl Bow road, Bow.—On Sunday evening last Mr. and 

.. w^deineyer occupied our platform, when Mr. Weede- 
ra'^e an'adtln’ss and Mra-Wecdemever followed with 

^airvoyanee. Sunday next, Mrs. Clegg—H.H.
Kas?t London Spiritualists’Association, Liberal H all, 

Forest Gate, E—On Sunday last, at 11 a.m., discussion. 
In the evening, Messrs. Dennis and Collick gave addresses. 
Next Sunday, at 7 pun., Mrs. Barrell.—J- Humphrey, Hon. 
Stx*-

Spiritualists’ Lecture Rooms, 73. Becklow-boad, 
SrrthiRD’s Bush, W.—On Sunday last Mr. Peters spoke 
on the Feast of Pentecost, showing that what happened in 
thikje days is still happening in our midst Good elairvoy- 
ame. On Sunday next, Mr. Bradley. ‘Light’on sale.— 
M EC.

South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic 
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E—Sunday next, at 11 I 
auu public circle; at 3 pjn., children’s Lyceum : at 6.30 I 
pin., public deflate: ‘Should Trance Mediumship lie Dis- | 
vouragcd !’ Affirmative, Dr. Stanton Coit : negative, Mr. 
W. E. long. All Spiritualists are heartily invited to attend. 
Sunday, June 12th, at 6.30 pan., Mrs. Bliss.

East London Spuutu a lists’ Association (formerly 
Stratford Society of Spiritualists) Workman’s Hall. Mest 
Ham-Lane, E—On Sunday last Mr. Sherwood delivered an 
address aud ably demonstrated the relationship of animal 
magnetism to Spiritualism by some experiments in mesmer
ism. Next Thursday, at 8.15 p.m., a meeting fur inquirers. 
On Sunday next. Mr. Whyte (‘Evangel’).—J.J. P.

Islington Spiritualist Society, Wellington Hall. 
Vfpkr-street, Islington.—On Sunday last Mr. Cat to gave 
a reading from * Light,’ ‘The Ascension of W. E Gladstone.’ 
Mr. Brenchley gave an able address on ‘God. the Father.’ 
Mrs. Brenchley gave clairvoyance. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., 
Mr. Brenchley will give an address. Thursday, at 8 p.m., • 
cirvle, for members: medium, Mrs. Brenchley.—C. D. i 
Catto.

North London Spiritualists’ Society, 14, Stroud j 
Green-road, Finsbury Park.—On Sunday last, at the . 
open-air meeting in Finsbury Park, the speakers were 
Messrs. Emms, Jones, and Brooks. In the evening, at the I 
hall, tbe subject was ’Healing,’ practically illustrated by I 
the controls of Mrs. Jones. A ladv gave experiences of 
spirit messages and writings. Messrs. Jones, Hewitt. 
Brooks and Thompson were the speakers. Next Sunday, at 
11.30a.m., in Finsbury Park: at 3 p.m., in the hall, Lyceum: 
at 7 pm., spiritual service. Tuesday, at 8 p.m. M ednesday. ; 
at 8 pm., members' circle.—T.B.

Cardiff Society of Spiritualists, St. John’s Hall
Ou Sunday last, during a holiday visit. Mr. R. Phillips, of , 
Bristol, kindly favoured us with an excellent address upon j 
‘The Bible.’ He claimed that the masses have been misled 1 
in being taught to regard it as an infall i!J< guide. It should 
be read LifcM’yr/C/y. not as being a consecutive compilation, 
but rather as 4 a bundle of books ’ by various authors in 
various times ; and while there may be much incongruity 
and even contradiction, together with crudities which are | 
wholly irrelevant jn the light of modem scientific demonstra- | 
tions, the literarv beauty of diction, the aptness of its | 
ministrations to the hopes, the fears, the joys and sorrows ' 
of humanitv, will doubtless cause it to survive all efforts to * 
replace it by any other single book, since ‘imitations 
seldom attain more than a dubious success.—L A.

Stratford Society of Spiritualists,Martin-street 
Haij., Stratford, E—Our meeting on Friday, 27th inst.. ' 
was a great success. Rev. J. Page Hopps delivered a 
thoughtful and encouraging address on ‘A Beautiful ano 
Happy Religion,’ showing that the spiritual uplifttuent of 
humanity is the best means to obtain it. Mr. Hopps s 
expressions of surprise how a belief in God survives—con- 
uoering the awful ideas of Deity which have been taught— 
were received with applause. The beautiful rendering of two 
songs, ‘Charity' anu ‘The Promise of Life, were fully 
appreciated. Our thanks are accorded tv this lady and Mr. 
Hopps fur their kind assistance tv our cause, and to Mr. 
Thomas Atwood for his influence and deep interest in our 
work. The sum of £1 6s. 2d. was collected for our organ and 
furnishing fund. Last Sunday Mr. Davies very ably com
mented upon Rev. J. Page Hoppe’s address, earnestly appeal
ing for a higher spiritual development of humanity, and our 
duty to realise our individual responsibility. Mr. Bullen 
Ks*e successful clairvoyance. Next Sunday, Mrs. Besaie 
Bussell-Davies.- J. Rainbow, Cor. Sec.

Thr Approaching Congress.- Admission will be with'nt 
ticket* to all meetings except the Conversazione, for which 
tickets can be bad, free, on application tv the Secretary ot 
the London Spiritualist Alliance. For further particulars 
see advertisement.
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‘ A strology.’ An Easy and Comprehensive
2jl Treatise on the Influence of the Heavenly Bodies and the 

Methods of Casting Horoscopes. Compiled and Arranged from the 
Works of the Masters of the Middle Ages and William Lilly, with 
the Corrections and Emendations of Their Disciples. Bringing the Science 
of Divination to Pile. By Ellen H. Bennett. Royal crown Svo., 
350pp., cloth, 12s. lOd.. poet free.

Real Ghost Stories.’ A Revised Reprint of
the Christmas and New Year Numbers of the * Review of 

Reviews,’ 1891-92. With new Introduction. By W. T. Stead. Crown 
Svo., cloth. 5s. 3d., post free.

‘T etters from Julia: or, Light from the
JLj Borderland.' A Series of Messages as to the Life Beyond the 

Grave. Received by Automatic Writing from One who has Gone Before. 
With 3 Preface by W. T. Stead. 2s. 2d . post free.
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‘ The Philosophy of Mesmerism and Electrical

JL Psychology.’ By John Bovee Dods. The Secret Revealed by 
which all may know how to Experiment without an Instructor. Cloth, 
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T-World and Communion between it and the Earth-Plane. Cloth 
with Portrait cf Author, 720pp.. 7s. 6d., post free.

‘ The Elements of Hypnotism : the Induction, 
1 Phenomena, and Physiology of Hypnosis, Its Dangers and Value.’ 

By R. Harry Vincent. Second edition, revised and enlarged. Crown 
Svo. 270pp. Cloth. 5s. ‘A simple account of the nature and effects 
of Hypnotism, to show how the state is produced, and jvhat it is.’ With 
seventeen Illustrations showing Experiments.

* A Catechism of Palmistry.’ The Sciences of
XJl Chiregncmy and Chiromancy Explained in the form of over 600 

Questions and Answers. By Ida Ellis. Illustrated by ten plates. The 
teachings of the well-known Blackpool Palmist. Cloth, 2s. 9d., post free

‘ The Book of Dreams and Ghosts.’ 
JL Andrew Lass. Cloth. 6a.
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-1 Newman Smyth. Cloth, 5s., post free.
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‘ The Tarot’: Its Occult Signification, Use in
1 Fortune-telling and Method of Play. By S. L. Macgregor

With Pack of 78 Tarot Cards. 5s. 4d. post free.

‘ Dsycho - Therapeutics; or, Treatment by
JL Hypnotism and Suggestion.’ By C. Lloyd Tvckey, M.D. 

Third Edi.ion, Revised and Enlarged, 32upp. Cloth, 6s. 4d., post free.

‘D esearches in the Phenomena of Spiritual
ly ism.’ By Sir William Crookes, F.R.S. Handsome cloth 

Illastnted. 5s. 3d.
c The Law of Psychic Phenomena.’ A working 

JL hypothesis for the systematic study of Hypnotism, Spiritualism, 
sad Mental Therapeutics By Thomson Jay Hcdson. 6s.4d., post free.

The Spirits’ Book.’ Containing the Principles 
of Spiritist Doctrine according to the Teachings of Spirits of High 

Degree. Transmitted through various mediums. Collected and set in 
order by Allan Kardec. Translated from the 120th Thousand by 
Axxa Blacswrll. New edition, doth. 5s. 4d , post free.

‘ The Book of Black Magic and of Pacts.’ By
ARTHUR Edward W aite. I. An analytical and critical account 

of the chief magical rituals extant. IL A caroparative digest of all 
printed Grimoires which have been csrrent under the generic name of 
Black Magic, with additional material derived from important Goetic 
souicea. Quarto Illustrated with about 200 Engravings. £2 2a., post free.

* Phristo-Theosophy; or, Spiritual Dynamics 
V and the Divine and Mtraculou Man.’ By George WvlD, M.D, 

Edin.—• Dr. Wyld is probably the profoundest Christian Theosopbiat of 
the age.—‘The Flatomst’ (St. Louis}. Second edition. Crown five, 
cloth extra, red edges, with Portrait. Price Sa, 9d.. post free.
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Greece, Rome, down to Christ’s time. 876pp.. 5s, 4d„ post free.
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J. Jl By Lilian Whiting. Cloth, 3s. Gd., post free.

‘ ITuman Magnetism;’ or, How to Hypnotise.11 A Practical Handbook for Students of Mesmerism. By Professor 
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experimental and curative. Cloth, os. 4d., post free._________

Crystal Gazing and the Wonders of Clair- 
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Svo, 5s. 3d , post free.
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